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QUARTERLY REVIEW
/ UNE 1890 ^Second C^iUARTER

THE BEHRING SEA QUESTION

now known a, Behring S=, were rarely if ever called by rha 
name the earlier par, of ,he cemnry. The sea i, no, whdly

R-s,i™Ld ILT'1' °f a"y Mi0"' « ™ '• "h=n

The distance from the 
United States to the most western island belonging to the
over too mil ,, P°int on the Asiatic shore is

ver 300 miles, and from the same island to the 
Russian island it is nearest

over 180 miles. The sea from east to 
west measures .,,00 miles, and from north to south 800 miles 

e ring Straits, which form a passage-way to the Arctic 
Ocean, are thirty-six miles wide 1

&2„“7,oSRan“r bCl°"2

In 1822, His Imperial Majesty,
Russias, for the avowed the autocrat of all the 

reason that “ the trade of our subjects

V
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the Aleutian Islands and on the north-west coast of 
America appertaining unto Russia is subject, because of secret 
and illicit traffic, to oppression and impediments,” issued an 
edict establishing regulations which declared that “ the pur
suits of commerce, whaling, and fishing and of all other 
industry on all islands, ports, gulfs, including the whole of the 
north-west coast of America, beginning from Behring Strait 
to the 51st degree of northern latitude, also from the Aleutian 
Islands to the eastern coast of Siberia, as well as along the 
Kurile Islands, from Behring Strait to the south cape of the 
island of Urup, viz., to 450 50' northern latitude, are exclusively 
granted to Russian subjects.

“ It is therefore prohibited to all foreign vessels, not only to 
land on the coasts and islands belonging to Russia as stated 
above, but also to approach them within less than one hundred 
Italian miles. The transgressor’s vessel is subject to confisca
tion along with the whole cargo.’

When this regulation was brought to the notice of the 
President of the United States, his then Secretary of State, 
John Quincy Adams, addressed
Washington, by direction of the President, a communication 
stating that the President had "seen with surprise in this 
edict the assertion of a territorial claim on the part of Russia, 
to the territory referred to, and that “ to exclude vessels oi 
citizens from the shore beyond the ordinary distance to which 
the territorial jurisdiction extends, has exerted still greater 
surprise,” and Mr. Adams asked for “explanations of the 
grounds of right, upon principles generally recognized by the 
la vs and usages of nations, which can warrant the claims and 
regulations contained in it.”

The Russian Minister replied that the measure was exclu
sively directed against the culpable enterprises of foreign 
adventurers, who, not content with exercising upon the coasts 
referred to an illicit trade prejudicial to the rights reserved to 
the Russian American Company, took upon themselves to 
furnish arms and ammunition to the natives in the Russian

126
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to the Russian Minister at
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THE BEHRING SEA QUESTION 127

possessions, exciting them to revolt. The Minister alluded to 
the extent of the Russian possessions in the Pacific Ocean 
and added, “ the extent of sea of which these possessions form 
the limits, comprehends all the conditions which are ordinarily 
attached to shut seas (mers fermées) and the Russian Govern
ment might consequently judge itself authorized to exercise 
upon this sea the right of sovereignty, and especially that of 
entirely interdicting the entrance of foreigners, but it preferred 
only asserting its essential rights without taking any advantage 
of localities.”

Mr. Adams replied, claiming for the citizens of the Union 
the right to remain unmolested in the prosecution of their 
lawful commerce, and protesting against giving effect to “ an 
interdiction manifestly incompatible with their rights.” 
letter he uses the following language : “ From the period of the 
existence of the United States as an independent nation, their 
vessels have freely navigated those seas, and the right to 
navigate them is a part of that independence.”

In a subsequent letter on the subject to the United States 
Minister at St. Petersburg, Mr. Adams says, “The United 
States can admit no part of these claims ; their right of 
navigation and of fishing is perfect, and has been in 
exercise from vhe earliest times, after the peace of 1783 
throughout the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject 
only to the ordinary exceptions and exclusions of the terri
torial jurisdictions.”

The result of this correspondence

In his

/
co ant

was the negotiation of a 
treaty between Russia and the United States respecting certain 
rights in certain parts of “ the great ocean commonly called the 
Pacific Ocean or South Sea.” In the negotiation the United 
States stoutly upheld the rights claimed by Mr. Adams, and as 
stoutly protested against those claimed by Russia.

At one of the conferences the United Stat.s plenipotentiary 
submitted to that of Russia a paper in which he claimed that 
the sea in question was a free sea, and that “the right of 
navigating all the free belongs, by natural law to everyseas

1 » '
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independent nation, and 
this independence.

and commeraTupon the ||aVe ex®rcised "*viga,,o„ in the 1CM,
of their ind=p.r=L= ,nd L?hVe'm‘",i0"red fr°m ,k

navigation and to this commereTand Th^' "eh‘ '° 

deprived -fit by their own ,« or , convenin'” 7 *
folk) her OCCasion the United States Minister 
following language: " The existence of te

t rtk »,those of all intervening i I- i *" m l^ese coasts. and from 
"aUons, and m„,„,,s8unexamp,a=ï'nnOVa,i0nS °" "* °f 

i ne treaty referred to 
time put

even constitutes an essential part of

used the 
rritorial rights to the

an end to Hi T l*"** Apri,> ,824. and for a 
Behring Sea One o^ ts L , ^ ^ nations respecting 
ten ycJrs; a difference of on *“ Ü° the Pe*d 5

effect of this article Z r?7 “ l° the true meaning and and some corresoon I ^ 3 ^ the CXpiry of the period named,
bearancT ^  ̂°" ^ Ag

nations, and with the ev f Y *enous confllct between the 
With .hi f„e navigation*arnd^ b Z™'™' nothing more happened which fall .f W*ls^
Women, ,Oi ts^f„drvirr“

Adams in 
The general impression 

°f a nation extends but 
the sea

is that the territorial jurisdiction

—

a nation has the right to control 
be protected from its sh 

universally hold good, and in 
the right of

one
om

and that a cannon-shot 
so much of the sea 

The rule, however, did

recognized but™'in t ’ 3 grcater d'^ance hastenkiad rfa"ai- - :ti sa üz

as can
ore.

not



THK BEHRING SEA QUESTION I2Ç

the'united £ 7 38 "" anSWer to the Position taken bythe Umted States m 1822. If the law relating to the subject
be founded upon the principle suggested vi/ the ,i rht -

so„u,h or the sea Jc,„ h^t^rotthTshr
he J 7 °fdC,a"'în Wheth" thc Ihcroutd range of B tSolrSlta trarfaredoes not enable a nation to extend 

its territorial limits beyond a marine league from the shore
h3S n0t yCt been dec‘ded by the nations but 

ll.more, an eminent writer on International law, says’“the 
great improvements recently effected in artillery seem to make
be sr h it 8 distanCC should be increased, but it musa
be so by the general consent of nations, or by specific trcatJ

; r\—zcr, rjfLtt should no, be free all the world to come so “l *
Tfae” bv,laU1CfCUi"î ar,e6CS tha‘ of territorial

arises

iVr“c“ na,7 r—the neiuhk Ecncral "’= dominion of the state over
netghbornng se, extends „ far as her safety render, „

assert it.”

sea

necessary and her power is able to

it Is alright" On'’05’ bUt WChave bought Rl'ssia out> 
Point InH h a 8 °p,mons change ^cording to oi.e's stand- 
pomt, and besides, cannons shoot farther
to.” After the spirited 
sions with

than they used 
remonstrance against Russian preten- 

, respect to Behring Sea in 1822, one would have though, that the United State, would no, in l886 J„ tat”

in sTlr?" 8Wi,h 'TC‘ th« very same sea Ye. 
r r ' t ' e Canadlan schooners, named respectively the 

°ltna'the °*Ward' and the Thornton, while engaged in the

now

j
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cZvtnttnofnUn1t^£ErL

a port in Alaska, and weresubsT’ "T takCn t0 0o"alaska, 
ceedings in the United States ConTr u C°nden,ned bX pro
captains and mates of the ^ ‘ f°r the D,strict of Alaska ;

of ^

wait? fUra] “f0UndsttuleLnhe United0lStL°tës»f SCCti°n

That section provides that << 
mink, marten, sable or fur seal oTotT ki“ 
within the limits of Alaska Wt Cr

every person guilty thereof IhL'n’f* ^ W3tCrS thereof> 
not less than $200, nor more than $, ^ T “ be fined 

more than six months or both ,mPris°nment
apparel, furniture and canro foul ?" & Vesseis> the,r tackle 
this section shall be forfeifed.» in the vio,atio" of

Unless, therefore, Behring ,
seized, is within the limits of Alask^T6 ^ VtSSels were 
thereof, the law referred to dnl ^ Terr‘tory- or the waters
vessels were unlawfully seized and ‘10t,eXtend to it. and the

What rights did thrSed gum ned‘
The treaty of cession of the RuZ a„CqU,re from Russia? 
America to the United States was “i I,°SSess,ons « North 
claimed in ,86;, and for th? con Î. ^ ratified and Pro- 
“*j«y .he Emperor of °' »7.==o.=oo. Hi,
States “all the territory and domin’ ^ l° the United
said Majesty on the continent ofT'0" "* P°SSCSSed bT his 
islands, the same being contained ^ in the adjacent 
limits herein set forth.” The limits ref ^"1 ^ geograPh<cal
to include the whole of Behrinfsea ''

ft may be presumed that the 
vessels, having been made by

engaged in 
a territory, and in the 
j956 of the Revised

any otter, 
fur-bearing animal

and

not

0 not pretend

seizures of the Canadian 
a revenue cutter of the United

H



THE BEHRING SEA QUESTION. 131

States, were made under instructions from the general govern
ment. It is, however, by no means clear that such 
case, as, was the

notwithstanding repeated attempts on the part of the 
British and Canadian authorities to obtain an official expres
sion from the United States Government of the policy they
proposed to pursue in their treatment of foreign vessels sealing 
in Behring Sea, no such expression has yet been made public, 
and from the course pursued by that government as explained 
below, it is probable that they do not intend to uphold the 
position which the seizure of the Canadian 
indicate they had previously taken.

Why, then, should the seizure have been made ? Why 
should there have been a desire to exclude foreign vessels 
from the Behring Sea, and why should the United States 
Government risk the complications and difficulties necessarily 
attendant upon the action taken ? Was it to uphold the 
supposed national rights only, or was there another 
a more

vessels would

reason of
practical nature ? The answer is found in the wonderful 

success of the fur seal fisheries of that sea, and in the sub
stantial interest therein possessed by the United States and 
by The Ala .ka Commercial Company, a corporation which has 
for the past twenty years held from the United States Govern
ment the exclusive privilege of taking fur seals in certain parts 
of Behring Sea.

The avowed reason the part of Russia, that the Edict of 
1322, excluding foreign vessels from approaching within one 
hundred miles of the coast, was exclusively directed against 
the culpable enterprises of adventurers who 
illicit trade with the natives, 
reason for her action at that time.

on

carried on an 
clearly not the only or chief 

The Russian-American 
Company then held from Russia the exclusive right of taking 
seals in the locality in question. This company was a powerful 
organization and possessed great influence at court, and there 
is little doubt that the seizure of the Canadian vessels in 1886 
was brought about by similar influences to those which led to 
the passage of the Russian Edict of 1822, viz., by the

was

action

_
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of a
with interests

cause in both instances,
States Government 
position

were being interfered 
This probably was «he moving 

ut it is not likely that the United
» fraught with fntcrn 7°” *^ *~**^ 

opposed <he kZX ZtTt"™ ”
who in 1822 represented V by the eminent men
'Î» «or the me™4= ZSTT* "" “ “ “■*
the States, its government woJldll to bT
of other nations or coniend r . f° overnde the rights
Canada, must in the end provV P°hSltl°n which’ as against 

to the St Lawrence^rTvIT 17*^? 7 
other places on this continent ’ ' Hudlon s ,,a>-' and

UniMd on
aspect ; this reason is that ,ml 1 er*y 3 more reasonable 
vent the indiscriminate slaughter ofTat In” Beï d°"= “ Pre"
great industry will soon «JL , , «ehrmg Sea, that
be deprived of one of its manv ° 3n,end’ and the world will 
ah right thinking people musf benefits; In this reason 
hoped that the efforts to that enTwh^ 'S l° be earnestly

by the representatives of the Ztnl SI mad*correspondence, have for some f ’ Wh°’ by conference and 
attention to the subject will P3St becn directing their
the high handed “d « ^ d°
after all, prove a blessing in disguise T may>
probably required to rouse the C SUCh event was
understanding of the situation and'To' t0 3 pr°per
action, and one does not feel inelT a theLnecessity for joint 
States too severely for taking a I l° b,ame the United 
bring about, if possible some gf ■ V3ntage of the occasion to 
with the other nations ’ A short ” ^ Cqu,,able "rangement

I

*"r7” ' _
* •
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;red
'ing

October, a period of between five and six months. During 
this time they have rookeries on the islands of St. Paul and

ited St. George, which constitute the Pribyloff group and belong 
to the United States, and on the Commander islands, which 
belong to Russia. By far the larger number resort to the 
Pribyloff group. The rest of the year they are supposed to 
spend in the open sea south of the Aleutian Islands.

The migration northwards is made through numerous passes 
in the long chain of the Aleutian Islands, above which the 

of their travel converge chiefly to the Pribyloff group. 
The females generally give birth to their young within two 
weeks after reaching the rookeries, and soon after they resort 
to the sea for the food which they require to enable them 
properly to suckle their young. The male seals, or bulls, as 
they are commonly called, require little food while on the 
islands where they remain watching the rookeries, and sus
taining existence on the large amount of blubber which is 
secreted beneath the skin, and which becomes gradually 
absorbed during the five or six months. The greater number 
of seals found in the water during the summer and early fall 
are females in search of food, but it is impossible there to 
distinguish females from males.

When shot and killed in the water a seal generally sinks 
almost immediately, and great skill and quickness are required 
on the part of the hunter to reach, with his boat or canoe, the 
place where the animal was, in time to recover it ere it has 
sunk too deep. Those who have seen seal shooting on the 
Lower St. Lawrence will appreciate the difficulty, and will 
readily believe that large numbers of the animals killed in 
Behring Sea are lost. One of the special agents of the
Treasury Department, in a report to the Secretary of the 
Treasury at Washington, states his conviction that 
than one seal in ten killed or mortally wounded in the water 
is landed on the boats and skinned, and he thus estimates that 
to get the 30,000 skins which were taken in this way in 1887, 
300,000 seals were killed.
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Mr if? w >° kliM ,h“ «* an 

that some authoHfa,l,aftrh,!>hcl,P* Febr“ary. 18S8, says 
of seals «, s,a„gh,:rif;he;™Z,harr°U,0f,hr” 
may, however, be an over “red’and> he adds, “this
Whatever the true proportion °f. the number lost.”
indiscriminate destruction of sea Is "in tte “ ? <?dcnt that if 

other similar means be permitted th 7 Y firearms or

msult in other parts of thtworld’ wh' PhelpS/efers to ‘he 

concerted action among the nations fn^’ the abscnce of 
industry has ceased tS Preservation, the

on tL coast oSh w'’ T°"g ^ S°Uth 

land Islands and adjacent seas W Attca*the Fa,k' 
thousands of skins were obtain^ 1 f°,rmer yearS hundreds of 

m i88o, according to L ^ t staH^^ V *** ^ = b«, 
were taken at the Falkland' Tsl Ï tha" ‘-S00 skins
estimated aggregate yield of 185 000 sk^V0 l888’ °Ut °f 30 
globe, over , 30,000, or morc tt l ™ 3,1 Parts ofthc 
from the rookeries on the Arne " W°‘thlrds’ were obtained 
Behring Sea. AmCnCan and Russian Islands in

seat^n'IrPriwTlanTsInlst ^ °‘ '*"***

margin of the various rooke ies w " l88^‘ The sea
inland from the sea. The numb T”"* “d ^ dcPth ascertained, and, allowing one seal fof eT^ *** thus 
the result was the astounding number ? ^ SqU3re feet> 
breeding seals. This does not • °f °Ver six millions

which are not allowed by the old bul stof ^ ^
are compelled to “hau ou- **elands; so that the actual numberÏ ^ ^ °fthe

.0, L^rfar — * *»' c,,imMc k

estimate is reliable.

<

fur seal 
Islands andT

-

and which

I
^ wo square feet 

very small allowance ; but, what-seems a

j
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ever the proper space may be, it is evident that under any 
circumstances the numbers frequenting these islands during the 
summer months must run up well into the millions.

Mr. A. Howard Clark, in response to a request made by the 
United States Treasury Department, prepared

135
ible. 
says 
Tree 
this 
>st." 

t if a memo as to
the fur seal fisheries of the world in 1887. In it he says “A 
few men are still living who participated in the Antarctic seali or

be fisheries years ago. Their stories of the former abundance of 
fur seals I have obtained in personal interviews. As to the 
manner of destruction there is but one thing to say : an indis
criminate slaughter of old and young, male and female, in a 
few years results in the breaking up of the largest rookeries, 
and, as in the case of Massafuera and the Falkland Islands' 
the injury seems to be a permanent one. As an instance, the 
South Shetlands were first visited in 1019 when fur seals were 
very abundant, two vessels in a short time securing full fares. In 
1820, thirty vessels hastened to the islands and in a few weeks 
obtained upwards of 250,000 skins, while thousands of seals 
were killed and lost. In 1821 and 1822, Weddell says, ‘ 320,000 
skins were taken. .
practised, ... for whenever a seal reached the beach, of 
whatever denomination, he was instantly killed and his skin 
taken , and by this means, at the end of the second year, the 
animals became nearly extinct. The young, having lost their 
mothers when only three or four days old, of course died, which 
at the lowest calculation exceeded 100,000.’ In subsequent 
years, till 1845, these islands were occasionally visited by 
vessels in search of seal skins, but never after 1822 were many 
animals found there. About 1845 the Antarctic fur sealing 
was abandoned.”

Mr. Henry W. Elliott, writing from the Smithsonian Insti
tution to Mr. Bayard, uses the following vigorous words : 
“Open these waters of Behring Sea to unchecked pelagic 
sealing, then a fleet of hundreds of vessels, steamers, ships, 
schooners and what not, would immediately venture into them! 
bent upon the most vigorous and indiscriminate slaughter of
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these animals. A few seasons there of the greediest rapine 
then nothing left of those wonderful and valuable interests of 
the public which are now so handsomely embodied on the seal

^By the terms of the lease to the Alaska Commercial Com

pany, the Company can take but 100,000 skins a year ; no 
females, pups, or old bulls are killed, and thus the breeding is 
not interfered with. The old bulls drive the young males 
from the rookeries and they are compelled to haul out on 

of the islands. They are driver inland by the
convenient distance 
shown that the fur
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other parts 
hunters and killed by clubbing when a
from the salting houses.
of a seal is most valuable —— —
the proportions being, at present prices, that a two year old 
seal is worth $15 or $16, a three year old $16 to $19, a four 
year old $16, and a five year old only $2.50.

When killing the seals on land care is taken to -elect as 
many as possible within the ages of two and four. The seals 
walk as if on four legs, raising their bodies from the groun 
as they move. Under favourable conditions they travel abou 
a mile and a-halfan hour; the longest drive made does not

exceed eight miles.

According to the report of a Committee °f Congress 
in 1889, the total amount paid by the Alaska 
Commercial Company under their contract with
the government up to June 30, 1888, was.........

The total amount received from customs' duties on 
Alaska dressed seal skins imported from England 

for the most part sent

$5,597.1°°

(where the raw skins are
to be dressed) was........

To which should be added customs’ duties on
islands belonging

3,426,000
seal

skins taken by the Company on 502,000
to Russia..........

$9,525,tooGrand total

C 
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The amount paid by the United States to Russia in 
1867 for Alaska was ..............

The total amount expended up to June, 1888, for 
salaries, travelling expenses of agents of the 
Treasury Department in Alaska, was about .... 

And for expenses of the 
Alaskan waters about

Total ....

137

$7,200,000

250,000

revenue cutters cruising in
150,000

$7,600,000

Deduct this from the $9,525,100 and the handsome surplus 
of $1,925,100 remains. The $250,000 and $150,000 above 
mentioned seem to include all expenditure by the government 
in connection with Alaska from 1867 to 1888. The receipts 
have been almost entirely directly connected with the seal 
industry.

No wonder that a vigorous effort should be made to prevent 
any course which might threaten the destruction of this 
industry.

A difficulty in the way of a joint arrangement among the 
nations interested, for the preservation of the seal fisheries, is 
doubtless the fact that the nations owning the seal islands 
have so great an advantage. Those who have to seek the 
seals in open sea cannot readily distinguish males from females 
or old from young, and cannot fail to kill, if fire-arms be used, 
large numbers which are entirely lost ; moreover it is compara
tively easy to check the take of those who kill on land, but 
not so easy to watch or check the work of a sealing vessel.

Let us hope that some way out of the difficulties may be 
found, and that the great object in view may not be sacrificed 
by any narrow-minded, short-sighted or selfish considerations 
on the part of any.

In 1887, the United States Government sent to their
Ministers in Great Britain, France, Germany, Sweden. Norway, 
Russia and Japan, instructions to invite the Governments of 
the countries mentioned to “ enter into such an arrangement

1
1
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with the Government of the United States as will prevent the
from killing seal in Behring Sea atcitizens of either country 

such times and places, and by such methods as at present 
pursued, and which threaten the speedy extermination of thos 
animals and consequent serious loss to mankind.

Pursuant to t^ ,s invitation negotiations have since been in 
progress, and still continue—but the result, if any has been 
attained, has not yet been given to the public.

Newspaper rumours say that the United States Government 
have admitted their liability to make compensation for the 
losses arising from the seizure of the Canadian vessels, an 
that the efforts have been mainly confined to devising sonne 
means of preventing the destruction of the seals, which w.l e 
fair to other nations. Let us hope that such is the case, anc 
that the efforts will be successful.

Z. A. Lash.Toronto, May, 1890.

vessels wereto the three vessels seized in 1886, other
but their release was ultimately ordered by the 
No new questions were involved.

Note —In addition 
seized in subsequent years, 
United States Government.I
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the EQUAL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
THE deS,gnaLtion Etual Rights almost explains itself It 
, ‘"ff >» th« a" ='•«« Of people should bd treaS alike 
y the body politic. Race and creed should not be taken into 

account, bu, ,11 should be deal, with according re time

disabilities r:„x tfas rnone pia“d

Association^may1 £

Ï ^lZtr= The
mischievous if either the 
sustained.

measures :

unnecessary and 
or the other proposition can beone

ofl-e^ Se ^tt;* °ri,idn
Quebec in 1888. In the correspondence wUh RomeTt °f 
incorporated in the preamble of this famous Act the P ^ • ‘S 
o Quebec asks permission of the Pope to sell certain 
ment properties, known as the Je suit Estates and .hT"" 
grants permission to sell under rnnjv . ’ t^le °PC 
should be disposedof ‘ ^
persons in Ontario, Quebec, and other Provinces" of the D^mim

mora! claim oÏlhepJrt tf^he ^suhsTo thet “

endowed them with public funds, but 
place, the allegiance of

estates, and 
pla,ced, or seemed to

1
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greatly inten-feeling of opposition to this Act of Quebec 
sified by the unseemly haste with which the Dom,mon Gov
ernment declared its allowance of it, and by the overwhelming 

the House of Commons refused to ask the

was

vote by which

0h„v:i»ce ^
of Ultramontanism had been felt in Provincial or Dominion 

might have been heard of it, beyond the
But theaffairs, little more

indignant protest which was raised in many quarters.
Jesuits’ Estate Act had the effect of bringing home to 
more than anything which had recently occurred, the ascend
ancy which a powerful and well-organized ecclesiastical body 
had attained in the politics of Canada. It could hardly be 

that the Church of Rome had it in her power to 
the fortunes of political parties, that she 

ready on proper occasion to exercise this power, and that in 
consequence she was regarded by the parties with a sub
serviency which degraded not only them but the politics of the 
country, and even in some degree threatened its liberties. It 
was sufficient proof of this to remember that no election passed 
in the Protestant Provinces without the keenest competition 
for the Catholic vote — an expression which of itself bears 
witness to a disturbing element in the community ; while in 
the Catholic Province of Quebec the parties were m equal y 
keen competition for the especial favour of the Church. With 
the professional politicians it had become an instinct to court
the Church of Rome.

The Equal Rights movement 
the evil referred to except in so defining the provinces o 
Church and State that the one shall be clearly discriminated 
from the other, that neither shall be under special temptation 
to seek favour from the other, and that the Church shall have 
to depend entirely upon its own resources in doing its own 
work. “ We deem it essential to the peace and highest welfare 
of our country and to the maintenance of good government 
that the line between the civil and ecclesiastical authorities

men

disputed 
make or mar

was

adequate remedy forsees no
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should be clearly defined and should 
lation and administration, 
several Provinces thereof, 
entire freedom and 
embraces all that is 
control in all

, . , be resPected in all legis-
VVRh| °VhC Dominion and the 
While the Church is entitled to

to protection in its own domain, which 
Purely spiritual, the State must have full 

temporal matters ; and it 
abrogating its just authority, ask or 
any ecclesiastical

cannot, without 
accept permission fr

extraneous body whaPtevTrnto0ev0rganiZatl0n’ °r from any

perform its own duties” Th . 'tS °Wn Onctions and
article in the platform of the Eq^al Rights Asstcff ^ ^ 
the central principle of the A « • Association, express 
which it represents6 **

receive public moneys to aid them in th ‘ ^ ^ pretCXt-ust they, under Jour of doÎng w J v = "°r
the State- draw upon the publfc treasury Th i f”' t0 

must provide the means for carrying on all h adherents 
If the work for which in any case thev Ha H °perat,ons-
.he State is p,op=„y thc bL„ess orVZ'7t77 
attend to it, and if it is their own work let the J ^ ^ 
own charges. To sav that th; , ■ f* th m do it on their 
is no good argument for pubhc aTh “ beneficial to the State 
by a y Class of people in anv n a" ^ Work done
whol community. The view Je^ferth'3 Pr°fitable to the 
to irréligion, and implies no failure to rer h 'J0 Way allied 
benefits which the Christian J T°gn'Ze the inestimable 
society. a" rd,gIOn has inferred upon civil

thauSe-tetml JJ T ^ * ^e
tions to the Christia^feith.'anJhatkable °bliga-
the humble discharge of h iv Christian Church in
public bcncwTa,0 h "S hjrr,iS * ««

-vhlch, on the one hand.
secular favour, or on tho oth„, u , ch to lean upon

whicgh"ethe poht,c,an

om

om

may use for 
e interests of both Church

C 
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The question as to the teaching of the New

Church lies entirely beyond the scope ot m p ^ ^ ^

ÎuTyt^ûppo-'ùng ,h='CtachTnd diffusing the Christia- bto
F"

subserviency of political parties to ecclesiastical power 
completely they who regard the 

nti-French and anti-Catholic 
Regrettable 

movement which

142

and State.

and the
It will hence be seen how 

Equal Rights movement
crusade have failed to comprehend its meaning, 
things will be said in connection with any . 
enlists considerable number, in its support i f«^ ™ 
not wise • but to cite sporadic utterances of a harsh cr sense 
less character about Frenchmen or Roman CatWmaas

sufficient condemnation of the Equal Rights Assoc 
tion is to trifle with a great question. Let all unchant 
language be severely condemned, and all rabid persons 
every class muzzled if possible, but let the very important 
auestions which the Equal Rights Association has brought 
forward be considered without prejudice, upon their merits. 
They must indeed be considered ; for whatever be the merits 
or demerits of the Equal Rights movement, it has made 
imnossible to keep these questions away from public view 

Thr present writer confesses his anxiety that a proper into - 
lectual and mo,a, s^senmd m —

he subject of the French language- 
far as it

as an a

were the

matters which are
Should’ bundled with delicacy, and only in so 
directly affects that principle. The general question of pro
moting homogeneity in the Dominion, though quite important, 

specially before the Equal Rights Association.is not

#

I '

‘
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‘haVhe E1“al Ri*- Assoc/,,, 

Peculiar in the institutions i'" ^ violent way* what is 
Qocbcc R-“hHS °f QUCbCC Wit"
has indeed ,/,,,„ dircc.ly to,do Th ' A "°n °r°”,ario

,hc

broader sense so that f ‘ m l° bc national the
*> 'ho new
claim can rest upon anvthimr u- u , vlnd|cation of such 
vention of the fundamental ^ °? n0t lnvo,ve contra-
Church and State It is almo° °f SCparation between 
Mr. Mercier in his recent»n°st“nnecessary to say that when 
people with inconify Eq“' ^
tithes in England while X t tantism in maintaining
he makes no point against thlml'forIheE^al^gX^ 
ciation does not profess tn , » £-qU K|ghts Asso-

.0 "-l^'^onof Eq-al R/ghu p„nciplcs

^î£:;e:EE-=of this provision that practically it is of no alcount^F 
purposes of this argument Separate Srh ? nt For the 
-h Roman

as to

.1

it
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to such Schools from the Equal Rights point of view, is that 
they use public funds in the special service of a Church, and 
for teaching definitely and in detail, the peculiarities of a 
Church. The principle of the Equal Rights Association would 
not be more certainly violated by giving public money for the 
endowment of a church, or for its annual expenditure. This 

clear that it only needs to be stated, and to state it is, tois so
Equal Rights men, to condemn it.

The question of abolishing the system of Separate Schools 
is in the opinion of the Equal Rights Association, one which 
is’ properly open to discussion. In the British North America 
Act, which guarantees these Schools, the 
recognize any such character of inviolability 
may be made, by constitutional methods, for its improvement ;

they admit that its provisions as to Separate Schools 
are more sacred than the rest of the instrument. No people 
can permanently renounce the right to revise or improve their 
constitutions without at the same time renouncing their liberty ; 
nor can any valid reason be given why the subject of education 
should, in the Confederation Act, be committed to the 
Provinces under restrictions which do not apply to any other 
subject, and more especially why Ontario and Quebec should 
be placed under bonds from which the other Provinces 
are free The Equal Rights Association believe that the 
existence of Separate Schools in Ontario is a violation on a 
large scale of a principle which should be consistently applied 
and acted on ; that it will be impossible, even were it desirable, 
to prevent the question of abolition of these Separate Schools 
from coming up for discussion ; and they do not doubt that, 
whatever the issue may be, nothing will be done to imperil 
the rights of the minority in Quebec any more than those of 
the minority in Ontario, in Manitoba, or in any other Province. 
To argue, as many do, that because in the Province of Quebec, 
where a strictly denominational or ecclesiastical school system

llowed dissentient schools, therefore

Association cannot
that no attempt

nor can

exists, the minority .
in Ontario, where we have an undenominational Public School

are a
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to overlook a'n 'essentia! ^ point Tff' ^ Sq)aratC Schools- •'«
But obvious as this" the FaUa. 't? thc tWO

«he Sm^Up,Zm:„iT^,ly

permission to modify ,he Brit.sh North Amerkn Z " g'V°

William Caven.

n
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MESSENGER PIGEONS: A NATIONAL QUESTION
ï T NTIL fifty-three years ago there was no more rapid means 
l j of conveying intelligence than was supplied by pigeons^ 
It is only within the last half century that electricity and 

into competition with the messenger pigeon, 
innumerable conditionssteam have come 

and even in the present day there 
under which the bird is still facile princeps.

Prior to the development of railways and telegrap s, rave 
ling was so slow and transportation had so many difficulties 
with which to contend that the training of pigeons could only 
be carried out by a very few individuals for short distances ; 
and the places at which they were employed were so remote 
from one another as, with few exceptions, to preclude arrange
ment for their reciprocal connection by pigeon post.

What is known of the employment of messenger pigeons 
prior to the early years of the present century may be related 
in the words of a Reviewer in the Royal Engineer Journal of

are

June, 1885. 
“ The employment of carrier pigeons for transmitting in

telligence was known to the ancients ; early navigators, when 
they neared their native shores, used pigeons to advise their 
friends of their coming home. In Greece the carrier pigeon 
was the messenger employed during the Olympian games.

Roman Province, carrier pigeons 
of the gladitorial fights

When Greece became a 
served to convey to the Romans news 
and of races. In Egypt, of old, the carrier pigeon post was a 
public institution. The African traveller, De Volney, writes 
on this subject : ‘The state columbaries were distributed all 
over the country in towers specially built, and it was owing to 
constant communication between the several stations that 
public order and safety could be preserved in the extensive 
Syro-Egyptian Empire.’

r
&
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^rough^b^I^utch^mariners^toEurope13 They were'called 

Bagadettes after Bagdad, and it is
were

„ . . , probable that the Belgian
earner of the present day is a descendant of the oriental bird 
It .s quite surprising into what a variety of services the carrier 
pigeon has since then been pressed. Instances of its successful
oSTubli ln f '"T81* °fSpeCulation' P°Iitics- the saving 
ot life, public safety and war are numerous.

“In 1770, an Italian is said to have had recourse to having
he winning numbers in lotteries sent him by carrier pigeonf

It is a well known fact in this country (England) that the
London house of Rothschild used carrier pigeons in ,815 to
obtain information of the course of events on the continent
;; ‘ ;s ,was ?.blc t0,rcccivc the ncws of the defeat of Napoleon 
at Waterloo three days before the English Government did,
■ o uy up largely English Government stock at its then
whLTT ,PnC,e’ and u e“ 31 a" Cn0nnous Profit after the rise
hemh ,P ' the "eWS bccame generally known, 

thereby realizing an immense fortune. . . jt aDt.Mrs
from the writings of Pliny that the Roman armies in all 
probability made use of carrier pigeons, otherwise the great 
rapidity cannot be explained with which Julius Cæsar received 
information of rismgs in Gallia, enabling him to descend the 
Alps with his legions at the least sign of disturbances. It is 
aEo stated that during the siege of Candia by the Venetian 
admiral Dandolo, at the beginning of the 13th century 
latter received important intelligence 
by carrier pigeons, which facilitated its 
of Harlem

.

!

, the
from the island (Crete) 

, „ , conquest. The siege
- e by JFredenck Toledo (1572), the siege of Leyden 
by the Spaniards (1575), the bombardment of Antwerp (,812) 
■supphes also examples of the successful employment of the 
carrier pigeon post.”

The foregoing sketch of pigeon service carries its history 
down to times when railways and telegraphs originated and 
began spreading into the wonderful net work they now present 
on maps of the civilized world. For a time the employment
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be doomed to extinction. Love of 
to the rescue, and with the assistance of

of pigeons appeared to 
sport, however, came 
railway and telegraph the systematic rearing and training of 
birds were carried on to an extent that had hitherto not been 
dreamt of, until in 1870, at the siege of Paris, a most powerful 
impetus was imparted to the movement, and to-day the area 
of the civilized world over which organized pigeon post is 
established, the vast flocks of birds employed, and the vital 
importance of the reliance placed upon them are nothing short 
of marvellous.

I

in Canada, where is the organization ? Where are the
heard, of them ?

Rut,
birds ? How many of its people have

It is the aim of this article to awaken interest in its subject, 
to make known what the power of the messenger pigeon is, 
to show what services the bird may render, and to demonstrate 
that to encourage, to support and to actively co-operate in 
developing pigeon posts throughout the Dominion arc, for 
government and people, national duties.

Amongst the names of the numerous varieties of pigeons, 
the Carrier is perhaps most familiar to the public ear. 1 his 
name is popularly misapplied to birds used to convey 
messages. The Carrier, however, is not suited to this purpose. 
It is essentially a fancier’s show-bird—tall, erect and bold in 
carriage. It is specially marked by what the uninitiated 
might regard as warty excrescences around the eyes and above 
and below the beak. An excessive and regular development 
of these apparently abnormal growths or wattles, is considered 
by the professional fancier as an important criterion of excel
lence. If of perfect form and full size the wattles interfere 
with the birds vision in the direction of its beak. 1 he homing 
faculty, or power to satisfy a desire to trace its way homewards 
is not possessed in any high degree by Carrier pigeons.

Birds used in messenger service are common-looking pigeons 
undistinguishable by sight from the ordinary house pigeon 
bred for the table. They cannot claim, as Carriers may, to 
be a distinct species. In olden times—pigeons being used for

even

11 __ _ ___ _
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COmPaasrattimeyhah0rt àh^a~m^y varieties were available :
fittest has h ‘ ' th<? Princ,'Ple of the survival of the
fittest has been m constant operation ; and now there are
c asses of birds m which the homing faculty, with great powers 
of wmg and endurance, are highly developed. ?
p4n,:TZteh k"OWn G"man “

variously 
pigeons.

“ Homing pigeon ’’ may be the 
•It refers to the 
the bird useful.

.“ Messenger P'geon ” would appear to be the most annro 
prmte name, as it implies the service to which the bird is put 

he facility this bird has in directing its flight homewards has 
been variously accounted for. Some ascribe it 
of highly developed intelligence, others to perfection of sight 
and yet others to instinct or intuition. ,n keeping with these 
opinions we find that in selecting birds &
that the form of the head is of 
between the

but,

as voyageurs travellers ; and in English 
as travellers, couriers, homing and messenger

name infaculty which when highly developcTrcndTrs

i

to an exercise

some people consider 
special importance—breadth

• .. . Cye'S- and development backward from the evesnd =„;ng ,„gc brai 0,hc„ pay morc a «h«
itself—looking to its brightness 
of power of vision ;

eye
and prominence as evidence

gTde inA,!tei„îer' d"m Pe<,igreC ‘°

It might be supposed that all 
strength being indicated by size, 
prefer gracefully outlined slight 
robust and

would agree with regard to 
Vet, there are those who 

birds —while many prefer
■ail, have ,h«rjdt^rÏ'n6 ^^ *"d sh°"

With regard to the wines there is = 
unanimity. U„gth of 4, br,44 

w=b, and perhaps ,traight
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There is perfect agreement in the view that trial in^fl'ght 
afflrds the only conclusive test, and that birds wh.ch do not 
"h the ordeal satisfactorily should be removed tom
the loft, since their inferiority may be repeated in the,r ProgC £ 

With a view to ascertaining whether sight enabled the 
messenger pigeon to trace its way homewardsbird:s ilave 1tee 
blinded before being thrown for flight, and t cy at e
£££.?£.here are

Nfficult to conceive that any development of 
understood to be, could enable a bird

150

over
explored. It is <■ 
what the five set. :s are 
to accomplish what the homer does.

From Berlin to Paris is, roughly, 500 miles.
French bird captured near

there for four years, and then, on 
The writer of this

It is authenti- 
Paris was

cally recorded that a 
conveyed to Berlin, kept .
C?cC»urchraddtwo birds at Toronto, eastward of which 
Zt th=y had never been flown. From Toronto they were 
P 1 tn Kingston ISO miles eastward, and there kept
prisoners in , breeding cage. Through an overnight they were 
subsequently sent northward forty-seven mile, to be flown 
from Sharbot Lake. Instead o, returning to 
went westward 150 miles direct to their old loft at loronto 
These birds had been sent from Toronto to Kingston, and
. tn charbot Lake in a closed basket, and they had not thence to SharbotL Neither sight nor

could have helped to guidepreviously 
a combination of all five

seen
senses

them There are cases without number of birds being sent m them. here ^ ^ ^ bsyond a ^ „ „hlch they
training 100
hawLTeveUrSthebChoming faculty may be it is ««which» 
present at a very early age and rap.dly develops. It » 
potentially present at the bird’s hatching, and needs only 
opportunity ^for development into activity. Very young birdsiil

- !

&LL
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may be removed from the loft in which they have been hatched
nTof thei"^ h°me’ 3nd there ''Crated without much 
nsk of them deser mg. Older birds cannot be so treated
• TuH r nd devel°Pment of the homing faculty is illustrated

Zm,hTrp'":hcn a stiu“icr

direction White ^inrC'vtrOos^Twt 

reached, from this station, instead of returning to Northamp 
ton it made its way d.rect to its native loft in Utica 153 miles

1 Pl«"=' From Utica it was returned by
express to Northampton and there kept a prisoner untd
amT!yde .fl' '‘"“""r' h”"=r. accomp jicd by 
a mate .t deserted and at noon of the same day the pair was

n JS ? F tUrnC'd out thc occupants of the nesting place in
is F 3mP had been hatched at Utica, and to have

I taken possession of his old residence, 

re I States's'ienal T*’' Haze"> of the United

»iBna, atatL^Krt 

enquiries resulted in an adverse 
based

'51

(
>
r
f

I1

s

m
The War Department

upon infn-mnf report bT Lieut. Birkhimer,
Tono f V ' n0t upon experience. Mr F H
pr7= ,ehr;,ti,d7PO;LNCW undmooh ”0r7 ‘ a b,rds CuOU,d bc used for distances of ,50 miles « be- 

re October of the year in which they were hatched ” and 
needed no gradual training. He tested the “ A
thTTsth't’ With T CXCeption under five months oUageon

tm had ^UegUSt 7 T eXperiment ««San. and none of them had previously been more than sixty miles from ho

is 1 land i«hT,Ve tS WCrC: IO° miIes from Elkton, Mary- 
nlv 4 5 h AugUSt: "7 mi’es from Havre de Grace
J ’ rAugUSt ; 183 miIes from Washington ->6th Aumist »«’ -, 

mU I Cynchburg, Virginia. SLe„tr ® ' 338

sy
to. .1nd
lot
lor
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The start from Washington was arranged under the super- 
United States chief signal officer. Theintendence of the 

return of the birds from this trip to Keyport was announced 
at New York by message bird, and the result telegraphed to 
Washington by noon, and received at Keyport by bird at 

In the flight from Lynchburg (338 miles) the start 
The first bird home arrived at 6.01 

not less than a mile in 2 min. 7.6

' 1,

»

12.45 p.m. 
took place at 6.10 
p.m., having flown at a rate
sec. None of the birds were lost in these journeys.

In Belgian training, after attaining fifty miles, birds
d stances by successive stages of

a m

are

commonly sent to greater
and 200 miles and even more at a time. Amongst

may be mentioned :—
fifty, 100 
the regular long single day courses

505 miles. 
545 “ 

554 “ 

560 “
565 “

Liège, from Toulouse.............
Ghent “ M or ceux.............
Malines (Mechlin) from Tarbes
Ghent from Bayonne........... ■
Liège “ Lourdes

between San Sebastian in Spain and Liège
one

The distance
in Belgium, 615 miles, was traversed by a bird in 1862 in 
day This is probably the greatest distance which has been 
passed over in a single flight. Fifteen other birds thrown at 
the same time arrived at their loft early the following morning.

As instances of long rapid flights, may be mentioned that in 
,885 a bird liberated at Abington in Virginia flew 508 miles 
to Brooklyn at the rate of a mile in 1 min. 42.1 sec.; and 
351^ miles between Châtellerault and Vcrviers were passed 
at the rate of one mile in 1 min. 12.87 sec.

The following are instances of rapid short flights :

! One mile in 60 second,. ,* miles, *£»*$£ Uloi,
lOli V Albert to Shaerbeck.
243 “ Cresson, Penn., to New York.

63 “ Quievrain to Antwerp.
54! “ St. Quentin to Boussu.
70^ “ Noyon to Flenu.

215" “ Etampes to Louvain.
80 “ Arras to Antwerp.

59-6 ‘ 

58.8 ‘
58.5
57
56
55
5°-4
48

___ ____
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Amongst these instances two are exceptionally noteworthy ■ 

In 1879, in the United States, the 243 miles between C 
Pennsylvania, and New York 
1,805 yards in a minute.

From Ltampes to Louvain, 
rate of 2,095 yards in a minute.

A fair idea of the performance of a good bird may be
fit mil ,rCSUlt °f 3 raCC from °rleans to St. Nicholas,
243 miles on 6th June, 1875. Out of ,.445 birds thrown the
214 which accomplished the distance in the shortest lime 

avelled at rates varying between 1,469.7 and 1,362 yards in a

=£ ÏZSZiïg'21 - *

ascertainable, and the time occupied varies 
the present Canada is not interested 
but it may be noted that the 
Chapelle and Rome

resson,
were passed over at the rate of

215 miles were flown at the

:
f
t

not
extremely. For 

in these longer flights ; 
1,600 miles between Aix-la- 

was passed in 10 days and 7% hours A 
of 1,500 miles having been passed over in three days is 

somewhere mentioned. y

of Newark ul' ''T*' b*nBcd <° Mr- A. P. Baldwin, 
follows, successively1:— C°Ur” ,88S “

;e
e

casen
it
g-
in
es
id Trained up to 

Raced.......... 150 miles. 
130 ••
196 “
272 “

:d

372
535
515

1,010
:k.

Total

sent to Boutte, Louisiana, 1,154 mi|es • but 
news o its return had not been received by the publisher of 
the paper from which these details have been taken.

3,180 miles.
Later it was
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It is observable that for its last finished race the bird had 

been sent out 475 miles beyond a point to which it had pre-
viously been sent.

Hitherto mention has been made of flights over land only ,
across thethe bird's faculty enables it to find its way home 

for distances but little short of those which it 
plish over land in a single continuous flight.

There is reliable evidence of their conveying news from 320 
miles, outside Sandy Hook. The United States Signal 
Department place the sea limit at about 500 miles. Dr. 
Johnson, of Keyport, one of the leading authorities 
subject in the United States, is of opinion that 450 miles may
be regarded as the limit of reliance on the bird's power from

but can accom-
sea

on the

seaward.
Birds of the Plainfield Club have been successfully flown 

from 100 miles at sea—300 miles to their loft.
The regulations of the United States Government loft at 

Key West Island—established for naval and military purposes
be trained to 100 miles in—intimate that their birds are to

additional distance in the second year, andtheir first year, an
miles in the third and subsequent years.to 400

In the regulations just mentioned it is noted that
made during storms of wind and rain, and 

, a warning is added that only 
tie birds should be placed under

“ successful

flights have been
during the night,"even

tested and thoroughly
these disadvantages. , .

Count de Bury, of St. Johns, New Brunswick, has flown his 
birds successfully through 12 miles of dense fog, and in snow

storms.
On the 30th of July, 1883, 650 pigeons sent 

Calvi, Corsica, 560 miles, were
direct line homeward over Monaco, where 

they were seen after crossing 91% miles of sea from Corsica. 
These birds, had they made for the nearest mainland to avoid 
the sea would have followed a N.-E. course, instead of one to 
the west of north which they followed.

from Verviers, 
there liberated.Belgium, to 

They passed in a

—

i
lit;

11
t

1 l

II
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Mr. R. ;■ of the Plainfield Club, New Jersey, flew

ziïtiïz iïz:?havins - • * «
.ndBî:r":9,xi„Madda,ena-""th—°f

up by pigeons in all weathers.
Naples and Cagliari, Sardinia—27914 miles 

immediately connected by pig
I-rom what has been remarked, the power of the 

pigeon to endure the fatigue of long flights, and 
direction homewards, will readily be admitted 
of general knowledge that these birds are prolific. A pair 
may be counted upon to rear three pairs of young ones in the 
course of a year. As many as nine pairs of young ones have 
been reared by a single pair of birds in twelve months. The
trafninT T ? eXCept,'°nal trcat™nt apart from
t ainmg. Training is nothing more than giving them practice
in the exercise of their homing faculty.

One gramme equal to 15.432 grains or .032 oz. avoirdupois
is the weight which the French-during the siege of Pari! by
the Germans considered might be carried by pigeons with!
out affecting their flight. Two and one-quLer inches in
ength of large turkey quill weighs about >4 gramme. Foreign

post note paper 14 sheets to 1 oz. gives about 43 square inches
writmg surface to the >4-gram me. A strip of such paper 10

inches long by about 2^ inches broad, rolled up and!nLtcd

W.h“lT r™, “T w“ 1"!ld to >» a pigeon load.
With this low limit of carrying power the resourceful

ingenuity of the French enabled them to send over one million
words by a single bird at one time ; and, not only this, but to
despatch the news received to the persons for whom it

Shorter thLathatdablC f0,rmu m 3 time bey°nd comparison 
orter than that in which the work could have been

aSetlhem W »'»» been

sea — communication has been kept

across sea, are
eons.

messenger 
to select its 

It is a matter

was

—
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The small pictures, transparencies, which, when passed be
hind the lenses of a magic lantern, have their enlarge 1 
duplicates cast on a screen, are familiar to all. The effects o 
photographic slides used in magic lanterns are nearly as well 
known as those of the old coloured slides. The photographic 
slides are made of glass, and the pictures they bear 
shadowed on a transparent, sensitive medium, covering the 
surface of the glass. The glass slides could not be earned by 
pigeons; but sensitized films of collodion, having photographic 
impressions on them could well be carried. The results 

remarkable that a few more details of the

156

4

arc

I
obtained were so . „ .
subject may be given here. During the investment of I ans
messages were received by the postal authorities in London 
for transmission to the beleaguered city. Certain conditions 
were attached to the privilege of using this channel of 
communication. A message might not contain intelligence 
affecting the war proceedings. A message was limited to 
twenty words. Postage at the rate of 5d. a word, and a 
registration fee of 6d. per message had to be prepaid.

By steps the method of conveying the messages gradually 
improved and finally took the following shape :

On receipt of the messages in London, they were set in type, 
and printed off on pages, including 200 messages each.

Assuming that correspondents took full advantage of their 
opportunities-each printed page included 4,000 words-upon 
which the charges would be:—

!

■>

£83 6s. 8d. 
5 os. od.Postage.........................

Registration......................

Total for each page £88 6s. 8d.

The matter contained on sixteen of these pages was, by the 
process of microphotography, depicted upon a transparent film 
of collodion, measuring 2 inches by 1 inch.

Each film might consequently have had the messages upon 
which sixteen times £88 6s. 8d. or £,,413 & 8d. was payable 
for postage and registration ; 18 of such film’s rolled together

Mi
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and inserted in a quill, made up a pigeon load of one gramme 
pon which £25,440 were the charges. This sum at $4^86 = £,’ 

tod. ^ » $,=3,638.4= for freightage on 7a=h bW

C°mmU"ication between London and Tours 
cut off during the war. Tours is about 
Paris.

'57

was not 
132 miles S.W. from

Tou'?°Th“rr''1, °Ut f f** in w=-= collected a,
were attached to thTtaL of rte'»"6'8 °f P.ho,0SraPhk *'">»
into Paris. On receipt in Paris rh/f?"’’ V lhcm cai™d 
spread on plate glass slides. ScrinT r'rXf.toreS 
p,c ure, of the slides-,hrough the intervention of ,1. 25 
lanrern mad, of sensitised material, and thus „er^
once obtamed enlarged photographs of the matter on the 
micro-photographic films. The screen, were then en, up im'
we'eraXSd“SSa2"' d"paKh”i “ -horn they

B5BEEFF5E
Sr™rF=ZES£E£
du^icati for ri*

economy effected in this ease throng the nre^f pteoitT 'h'
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of the account the type-settingI have purposely left out 

element in England, for I assume that the type-setting might 
have been dispensed with by taking micro-photographs of the 
messages as they were received in manuscript. Moreover it 
was not always necessary in Paris to despatch the messages 
to addresses. In a large darkened chamber many people 

mbled and read on the screen the news intended for them.
thus published in Paris, and adver- 

readily picked out by

Hj
*

1

asse
Copies of the Times 
tisements from friends in England

were
were

thOnPthea authority of the Century Magazine, for July, 1886, 

the carrying power of the pigeon, under some circumstances,
would appear to be much in 
aine, relating that during the United States yacht races in 
September, 1885, a pigeon service was extemporized by Mr. 
Arnoux, states :

: of 1 gramme. The Maga-excess

each not less than« The messages then sent from
of manifold note, and were carried upon the middle

sea were
ten pages
feathers of the tail, to which they were fastened by fine copper 
wire wound about and pressed flat, to hold the messages close 
to the feather. The editor of a newspaper served by these

peculiar sensation to receive copypigeons said : 'It gives _ 
from the hand of one I know to be out of reach upon the 
water, and to feel that he may talk to me, but I cannot answer 
him back. It is a wonder to me, after this experience, that 
the officers of any vessel, excursion steamer, yacht, sail or tug 

should be willing to leave the shore without this means

me a

boat,
of communicating with it.

What has been remarked will have sufficed to show that in 
the homing pigeon we have a reliable, easily maintained and 
readily multiplied messenger for distances within 400 miles in 
all but extremely bad weather. The birds may be distributed 
to a system of scattered centres, and thence transported with
out difficulty by those who desire to avail themselves of their
services.

:

!

üü________ -
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It is not an easy matter in these 
ways, telegraphs and telephones to 
tomed to the

days of steamboats, rail-

beneficial.

by some reference, to what haToccnr'r Jw'ithTn a kJ'yZtt 
almost every country in Europe. 7

Tpara,ire 4- ~nery in 1804. It was not until 1830 that the first general 
affic railway was opened between Liverpool and Manchester- 

and there was no telegraph service before ,837. Preced ne 
those dayS messenger pigeons were scarcely heard of They 
had been used, but only exceptionally. The London Stork 
■xchange employed them between London and Paris 

paper and betting men used pigeons 
Belgium. But,

News-
.... and there were races in

wavs and trl 38 U bef°re’ While Eur°Pe was without rail- 
1, 4 r tJ 8rap iS’ messenger pigeons were not generally 
card of. Since ,830 the face of Europe has become a „ét- 
ork of railways and telegraph lines 

forcibly under the notice of those 
and

It is desired to bring
th tC:rïS,entirely dispcnse with th°e utilhythof p^oTs8 
that within the last fifty years, while railways and telegraphs
have been extending and multiplying beyond what
said thaTofo"8 Cd SanC eXpeCtati°n in Europe, it may be 
said that pigeon service took its birth there, and has grown
o proportions that cannot fail to excite wonder. In France 
n Germany, m Austria, Italy, Russia, Spain and Portugal the 

governments now maintain numerous large pigeon service 
establishments^ Pour of these countries employ the birds in 
connection with the defence of their coasts ; all of them include 
pigeon service as important departments of military organiza- 
t<on ; and all of them, with Denmark and Belgium added 
encourage the civil population to maintain lofts.

Belgium—the cradle of hr-.iing bird 
might almost be said, by loft-keep

would

1

i

sport—is peopled, it 
In 1885 it had

;
ers. over



Yet there in the midst of universal1,000 pigeon associations.
spontaneous action amongst the people, the Government 
extends encouragement to breeders and trainers by awarding 
liberal prizes for competition, and by affording special facilities 
with regard to transport over the railways.

The Secretary of the London Amateur Pigeon Society notes, 
that in seven provinces in Belgium there are records for 187 3 
of 1,045 races, receiving 22,656 prizes ; 1874, 1,225 
receiving 27,494 prizes. From only 12 places, and during the 
short period of only 35 days in 1874, 7-7*7 birds were started, 
the maximum length of course being 545 miles, and the average 
length 330% miles. In four races in 1875, an average of 1,654 
birds started in each race for a mean distance of 246^ miles.

held annually in competition for

races,

More than 1,500 races are
900,000 francs in prizes.

The Century Magazine relates that at Ixelles, one of the 
st enthusiastic centres of sport—a national sport in which 

children and ladies may take part—a company of militia 
was at drill early in the morning, to be free at the time the 
birds liberated in the races of the day should arrive. All went 
well until the cloud of returning birds appeared on the horizon, 

instant uneasiness in the ranks j then, as

mo
even

when there was an 
if with one impulse, the company broke, and rushed at full 
speed to their lofts in the town. The officer, having his back 
towards the birds, was speechless with amazement, until he 
saw the cause, when he too joined in the stampede, regardless 
of his accoutrements. The Morning Press, in comment, hoped 
“ if this should reach the ears of the authorities, they would 
recognize the exigency of the occasion, and be lenient.”

Russia began pigeon establishments in 1874, at VV'arsaw, 
Moscow, and Kieff. Now, in small Poland alone the Govern- 

nt maintains the following loftsme
. 1,000 birds. 
. 750 “

500 “
. 500 “
. 250 “

Brest Litevski..................
Warsaw............................
Ivangarod..........................
Nova Georgiensk............
Louminetz........................

At an annual cost of $3,742,20.
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The staffr . , clTrmtCndingthese consists of: i Lieutenant

Colonel, 4 Sub, Item Officer,. , a Trainer,, ,4 Serval
Th V bUShC ° gram h a"owed d,l|y for even- loo bird,
suc0,,L7u”“ j b ,,orannua,,y

the Russian Arm made ,n grand manœuvres of
between a detached ZffigT^ ZTP ' 

such occasions telegraphs would be

il
it
g
:s

:s,
^3 main body. On 

extremely exposed or:s,
might be impracticable. 

Russian
he

cavalry scouting parties will probably be supplied:d,
with birds.
Fr^^r thrCC milIioni’ 1 P'geons were taken into 

and Belgium. ° °nC SCaS°n f°r training, from Germany

NowheitGhTînfrG°Iec mCnt : 1885 had nine military lofts,
t has lofts at Strasbourg 600 birds u-

Wurtrburg Mayence, Cologne, Wilhelm,haven, Kiel lJamzig
ÏZ'lie^hT ÎT Manhtim' Th"fo

*:r« wi,h r
under the ZZZL^éiZZfcrZ'' !'a"°nS

Experiments have 
have no

ge
54
es.
for

he
ich
tia
[he
ent
on,
, as

, . Proved that pigeons bred on
number o/others. °Wn

An ordinary German loft has 200 birds. In 1883.4 the 
German vote on this account and visual signalling was $8 5œ.

comp,eterEaunrorn ^ m°St eXtCnsive a"d

There are 350 private pigeon societies in the country Of 
hese many tram m directions indicated by their War Minister

raÎes fmnoMrglVr g°,d medals for Competition in
races ,f not less than 248^ miles ; the Minister of W
of Agriculture also grant prizes.

In Austria the first private loft
The Government began work in

full board ship 
amongst aack

he
less
ped
iuld

;aw,
:rn-

ar and

was established in 1873. 
1875 at Komorn, and then

,
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in 1882, at Cracow. Up till lately Austria had chiefly directed 
attention to pigeon service for mountainous districts where 
military telegraphs could not be laid with sufficient rapidity, 
and visual signalling is constantly obstructed by intervening 
elevations.

In Italy, the military pigeon system is extensive. The coast 
lofts train from seaward with a view to cruiser service.

During the squadron manœuvres pigeon reports had been 
received many days in advance of advices sent at the same time 
by despatch boat.

Italy has, moreover, connected Massowah and Assab in 
Africa by pigeons.

The twelve principal Government lofts in continental Italy 
are controlled by the Engineer in territorial command at Rome.

In Portugal there are Government pigeon stations at Lisbon, 
Oporto, Setubal, Tameas, Vedras, Novas, Elvas and Mafra.

In Spain there arc coast-guard pigeon stations to receive 
from cruisers intercepting enemies’ vessels and tomessages 

check smuggling.
In Denmark the War Office grants prizes for competition

amongst private loft owners who are very
France has taken the subject up thoroughly. In 1885 

France is said to have had 75,000 trained birds in her postal 
service. Every one of her great fortresses has now about 400 
birds, the Engineering Corps superintending their maintenance 
and training.

The different pigeon societies, of which there are not fewer 
than 300 in the country, are subject to military authority and 
requisition. They are required to train their birds in direc
tions conducive to military ends. At periodical contests the 
Government awards Sèvres vases, medals, diplomas and vari- 

other distinctions. At the instance of the Government 
societies’ birds are carried at half ordinary fares, and empty 
hampers are returned free of charge. Besides the large 
societies there are small clubs, and individual loft owners—all 
of whom have to make annual census returns of their birds.

numerous.

ous

4
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Pa“has *“ °f *•*»
with ,>885 ^ran^e had eiSht military pigeon stations—Paris 
with its central loft at Mont Valerien, Vincennes, Marseilles 
Perpignan, Lille, Verdun, Toul and 
being appropriated for these.

Now her inland system is co 1, 
hrench military paper remarking ]
ni ™dC' “that wben war breaks out, the service of messenger 
pi0eons will not have to be improvised as in 1870. An 
exchange of correspondence between the central authority 
the governors °f fortresses and intrenched camps is insured ” 
a United States took the question up in 1888, and the 

rmy Signal Office established a loft on Key West Island, 
aiming amongst other objects, at communicating between 
cruisers in the neighbouring seas and the mainland. Another 
loft was established on board 
Rhode Island.

Early last year it was reported that from Key West birds 
had already been trained to bring messages from any easterly 
direction 100 miles seaward.
J*'Y™ i!mC l? Submit to those who argue that railways 
and telegraphs make it unreasonable to promote the estab
lishment of an organized system of pigeon lofts throughout 
the country-and to others who take no interest in the matter 
ccause it has no detachable coupons-it is time to submit to 

such that they should reconsider their opinions, for it has 
been shown that during the last fifty years, over the continent 

Europe—not the least intelligent and not the least experi
enced quarter of the world-there has spread an amazing 
system of railways and telegraph lines, and with these has 
developed the most wonderful use of messenger pigeon service.
It has been shown that this has been arrived at through
zrrr °/ opron amongst the vast ^nty and mOSt

fluential of technical experts in national defence, and with 
the assent and concurrence of the leading statesmen in Europe

Belfort—100,000 francs

■» recent article in a
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and the United States, who are not any of them ignorant of 
the uses to which railways and telegraphs are applicable.

Is more needed to prove that our feathered messengers 
should not be neglected by those of us wishing to strengthen
our country’s position ?

The patriotism of every Canadian will accord ready 
approval and praise to the motives and aims of the enlightened 

and officials who have been endeavouring togovernments
increase their national security. Are the approval and the 
praise to be accorded, but the example disregarded ?

Men whose thoughts have dwelt on the circumstances of 
warfare need no reminder of the importance of keeping 
trol over supplementary and alternative methods for rapidly 
transmitting intelligence. A word, however, may not be out 
of place here to others who have not considered the character 
of the slender thread which conveys thought and even voice 
to unlimited distances, with almost unmeasurable rapidity and 
nearly uninterrupted regularity. So well nigh perfect is its 
action that many have ceased to reflect that it has its weak

con-

points.
In warfare it is not solely reliable. The message it carries 

may be drawn off at any point in its length. False and mis
leading information may be designedly passed through it 
from any point at which an expert can get hold of it. Its 
vitality is at the mercy of the elements. Snow may break it 
down, wind may throw it over, lightning may shiver its 

The scout and the secret agent can destroy it whensupports, 
and where they choose.

In the case of an attack, the invader, at the cost of but
an idle hour totrifling pre-arrangement, might give many 

telegraph operators at the very instruments where the safety 
of their country most needed their whole energies.

By pre-arrangement any wire or any sets of wires might be 
severed at the instance of the enemy at a given hour if 
desired What would be the effect ? How would any large 
and active firm be situated if it found communication between

-

—
r
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its manager, heads of departments and clerks suddenly cut off? 
The normal smooth clockwork movement of the organization
disaster neV,t'b^ * *eptaccd by Confusi°" and impending 

How much

►

i

more numerous are the vital parts in the 
machinery of national defence, and how much 
than those in the detached mechanisms of 

All the details of mobilization, 
movements in this country at this moment are dependent 
upon our telegraph wires. What a slender thread to 
our national safety !

With wires between

more exposed 
commerce ? 

concentration and tactical

1
>

:

carryf

where the enemy purposely confused our arrangements.
n such a pass it is not too much to say that in organized 

pigeon service, and in that only, could there be found ground 
for expectation that the tables might be turned against the 
enemy. They would keep us informed of his movements, and 
would maintain our power to transmit orders uninterrupted.

The circumstance which gave a first impetus to military 
pigeon service was its improvised use at the siege of Paris in 
1870. In the course of a review of an article on messenger

“Ensli,h mili,ar>'papcr

“ On September 2, 1870, the day of the battle of Sedan, one 
of the most experienced breeders of carrier pigeons in 
Belgium, M. La Perre de Roo, made the offer 
war

y
t
r
e
d
:s

k

:s
s-
it
ts
it
ts.
m

...... to the French
minister, basing it on the assumption that from the 

information published by English journals, Paris would be 
shortly completely invested by the Germans, to furnish him 
wi h a supply of carrier pigeons for keeping up communication 
between Pans and the Provinces, 
answered.

ut
to
ty

His letter was neverbe
if After the appearance of the German army before the 

capital the Pans association for breeding pigeons—L’Esper 
ance generously offered to the Government all their

ge
en

carrier
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pigeons for aerial postal service, and to conduct the latter. 
M. Gassier, the president of the association, asked for an 
audience of General Trochu, but was received by a subordin
ate who, after hearing the patriotic pigeon breeder, smilingly

the sixty-second person whoreplied that he, M. Gassier, 
had bothered him with carrier pigeons, and he hoped he would

was

be the last.
“ Meanwhile Paris, to the consternation of the inhabitants 

and the annoyance of the daily press, which had been con
stantly trying to prove that the immense city could never be 
properly invested by the forces at the disposal of the enemy, 

cut off completely from the outer world.
“ Notwithstanding that there were a great number of carrier 

ingle bird had been sent out of the
com-

was

pigeons in Paris, not
capital, so that it seemed entirely impossible to keep up 
munication with the Provinces.

“ In this dilemma the French postmaster-general, M. Ram- 
pount, hit upon the ingenious idea of sending off a number of 
pigeons by balloon. On September 25, at 11 a.m., the balloon— 
La Ville de Florence—rose amidst the plaudits of an enormous 
concourse of people, carrying besides the aeronaut, M. Maugin, 
three carrier pigeons and six cwt. of despatches. The wind 
carried the balloon westward until it disappeared from the eyes 
of the Parisians. But, on the same day, at five in the after
noon, two pigeons arrived at their home in Paris. Attached 
to the tail feathers of each of them was a label with the 
following words:— ‘We landed safely at the village of 
Vernouillet, near Triel, and are on the point of leaving for 
Tours with the official despatches.’

“The population of Paris, who for the greater part had 
probably never heard of the capabilities of carrier pigeons, 

intoxicated with joy at such success. The newspapers 
full of illustrations of this breed of pigeons, and printed 
fabulous tales of their performances. Subsequently a 

balloon was sent off every second or third day ; altogether 
despatched, and from the pigeons

a 1

were
were
most

sixty-four balloons were

■
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25
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taken, some returned almost regularly to Paris 
performed the journey from four to si 

The writer of the article
. Many

x times.”
returned with despatches to PafLwh SCVenty"three birds 
twenty pigeons really did the work ^ that °"ly

The "Encyclopaedia Britannica" states that fifty-seven 
the number which actually did the work.

The bird which 
Angel of the Siege.

In addition to 156,000 official despatches
private coinmun,cations were carried by pigeons into Paris

* 1 trench ^pcr.mcnts with pigeons for naval use-the first
Xîrsî * • TO,tn' ““ “ dom=„ie„= the btd 

board the A/. Louis, artillery practice ship. The pigeon house
M “ ,7.”VCn and a-half i"=h and two nine and

~ Kr.ot ;:;rd « »
£?££££• “*-*■
-, . ,d therc- The pigeon house on the St Louie

°f ,hrCC “bk —-dating

STcot. sa;irr£ a;ksefh by
Arrangements, w,„ give , fair general id a ofZr 1
ZZSZjr Wain,Vrigh' - An idea i^em
transmitting intelligence coastwise and to seawarrl
nested Wbyt7Uld *” Which observation stations, con
nected by telegraph lines, were established at certain interval,

Nation trained men the
y struments for receiving and sending visual signals ■ at

l^onïJeXnd'™:"”; “7” >°vessels and receiving from them reports, and also for
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despatching birds with information to the outside stations of 
the fleet ; also lofts, at such stations as from the position of 
the telegraph lines, are liable to have their connections inter
rupted, the birds being used to maintain communication when 
the lines are cut. All coast lines to be connected with the 
interior lines whenever practicable, in order to give additional 
security. The instruments necessary are heliographs, electro- 
graphs, semaphores, and at the most important stations captive 
balloons. By means of observation vessels also, furnished 
with signal instruments and pigeons, the point towards which 
the enemy is making would be known, and his progress along 
the coast followed by observers, so that the defending fleet 
might meet him, or acting as a flanking fleet, follow up and 
engage him at the critical moment. If the enemy’s fleet 
break up into detachments the course of each will be known 
to the admiral commanding the defence, and he can oppose 
the enemy with similar detachments or keep his fleet together, 
and overwhelm the smaller bodies with his united force. 
Thus at a comparatively small cost, the effective strength of 
the fleet would be greatly increased to the greater security of
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the defence.
“ In times of peace these signal stations could be utilized 

by the Life Saving Service and Weather Bureau, and for the 
purpose of sending the usual commercial intelligence.

“As will be seen the system adopted by the French 
approaches very closely the ideal

In Lieut. Wainwright’s lucid sketch 
struck by the great importance attached by him to pigeon

one.”
cannot fail to beone

service.
The writer in the Royal Engineer Journal whose reference 

to the Siege of Paris has been quoted, remarks on the organi
zation of military messenger pigeon posts

“ If it is to be used as an auxiliary means, whether of offence 
or defence, it must be organized thoroughly, efficiently and on 
a large scale. A large fortress or other suitable place in the 
heart of the country must be selected as the central station,
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MESSENGER PIGEONS.

where the carrier pigeons needed for stocking the pigeon 
stations of the whole country must be bred. The selection of 
the stations which are to be connected mutually by carriers 
their housing, feeding and tending must be made the subject 
of careful study. Of course only strategical consideration 
must be the guiding principles in selecting lines of flight and
the organization of the carrier pigeon post must be left to the 
general staff.
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“ Besides breeding pigeons in 
breeders must receive

state columbaries private 
every encouragement, so that in case of 

large supply of those useful birdswar a 
obtainable. may be always

“ The great military powers of Europe have recognized the 
importance of this means of intercourse and have made most 
extensive preparations.”

Of the uses to which the bird is put in peace the Century 
Magazine, speaking of the United States, says 

“ In our country of magnificent distances and. tardy mes-
sengers pigeons are more largely employed as carriers than is 
generally known, inasmuch as the service is mainly for indi 
vidual convenience. Very many business men in cities com- 
mumcate with home in the suburbs by pigeon post, or use the 
birds between office and factory. Farmers use them as mes- 
sengers through the neighbourhood and from the post-office 
and the town. Country physicians often have an apartment 
prepared for the birds in their conveyance and carry the birds on 
their rounds as regularly as they carry their instruments and 
their bottles, using them to bring word later on from their 
patients and to send word home when there is need. And even 
New York brokers promise to follow the example of Mr A De 
Cordova, who says I use my birds to bring the reports 
from Wall street to me at Chetolah, near North Branch ’ 
Mr. R. D. Hume, of Fruit Vale, California, claims to 
pigeons with complete success between his factories some 
three hundred miles to the north. Years ago certain of the 
veils rargo agents in the mountains of Nevada used pigeons
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to bring them news from the nearest station the same day 
that by the regular means would not have reached them until 
the third day. There are many prominent men and capitalists 
in the vicinity of New York to-day who owe their prosperity 
to the foundation laid years ago through advices conveyed 
by pigeons in advance of the mail by stage, 
many of the merchant marine, especially in European waters, 
have pigeons on board for use in communicating with the 
vessel from the small boats away from them, or from the 
shore. The birds, it is said, never mistake another vessel for 
their own at the dock or in the harbour, 
remarked of several flights that the birds in exercising, when far 
out of sight of land, will go away for hours at a time, and 
upon their return will have dried mud on their feet and legs, 
shewing them to have been ashore.”

The passage from land to land across the Atlantic by the 
St. Lawrence is about 1,800 miles. Assuming that a vessel 
on this line has a good Irish bird and a good Canadian bird 
on board—then for only 900 miles will she be beyond com
municating distance from the mainland.

The Newfoundland fishermen and vessels engaged in the 
coasting trade and in navigating the inland lakes, explorers, 
surveying parties, and sportsmen in remote districts, would 
frequently avail themselves of the services of these birds 
there lofts whence they might readily obtain them when 
required for use.

Who can estimate the mitigation of anxiety that pigeons 
might have afforded to the passengers of the City of Pat is in 
her recent accident ? At what a slight cost this relief might 
have been supplied !

Why should not all transatlantic steamers carry birds with 
them to announce the approach to either coast ?

The Illustrated Daily Graphic in England has its pigeon 
loft. Its birds brought to it a succession of sketches taken on 
board a steam launch following the course of the Oxford and 
Cambridge race ; and from the train in which the Prince of
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messenger pigeons. • i;r
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Newspaper men here might receive early photographic copies 

of European news two or three days in advance of the arrival 

r3' VCSSe'S {'derating messenger pigeons.
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]l if ANY thoughtful men on both sides ot the line nave een 1V1 following with interest the deliverance of the Ame can 
'Presbyterian Church in regard to the proposed revision of the 
Westminster Confession of Faith. It is not probable that any 
definite step will be taken immediately, but the concensus of 
opinion seems to be that some change is desirable ; and while 
an intelligent minority oppose the discussion even on its 
threshold, there is little doubt that in the near future a more 
or less revised creed will find authoritative approval.

Nor is the interest excited by this debate confined to those 
who possess an exhaustive knowledge of the subject at issue. 
Whether it is matter of regret or not, it is certainly true that 
the document in question is unfamiliar even to the great 
majority of orthodox Presbyterians.
a condition of church membership, nor is it commonly con
sulted as a solution of those religious problems which always 
confront the earnest soul. Enshrined in a sort of Valha'la, it 
scarcely seems a
aggression in the actual battle of life. But when those who 

ght to know it best express some discontent with its phrase
ology or its doctrine, their protest becomes too significant to 
be disregarded by any one who tries to read the signs of the 
times. The hostility to creeds observable in some quarters 
to-day may not deserve very serious consideration. It often 
arises from ignorance of their real character ; for there is a 
certain class of persons whose fluency of conversation on any 
subject is in inverse proportion to what they know about it. 
The pursuit may be after a phantom, not a reality ; a phantom 
conjured up, perhaps, by unintentional misrepresentation of 
the creed which is being condemned. The virtue of stàting

Assent to it is not made

suitable instrument either of defence or

ou
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A MOVEMENT TOWARDS CREED REVISION
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CREED REVISION
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fairly the views of an 
to be ; and while it 
as others 
caricature.

opponent is much 
may be a good thine 

see us, we all naturally prefer

than it ought 
to see ourselves 

a portrait, not a

rarer

But the suggestive fact in th 
who so earnestly desire 
nor irreverent

e case before us is that the 
a revision of creed

' | generally conceded' tha^'they"^lmmora^

2 1 they do not wish to be
to serve, that they are 
sensation ; and

men
are neither ignorant 
motives. It will be 

are sincere and thoughtful, that 
unfair, that they have no personal ends 

particularly desirous of 
yet they feel constrained 

a sense of duty, to seek 
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no other 
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ceeding age is to ignore the universal laws of growth and the
ïSS If ^rrth^f Israel Amount 

to the watch-tower of the soul to hear what God will say, we 
think that the human soul is now linpene-

Such adisloyal if we

Better be disloyal to any shib- 
us, than disloyal

are

where, if we did not possess or 
to apprehend His message ? 
boleth, if that is the alternative forced upon 
to our own nature and to Him who made us.

The most radical member, therefore, of the school of revi
sionists, whether we agree with him or not, must be treated 
without prejudice ; for except with those who regard creeds as 
an infallible idol, until the matter is discussed on all sides, the 
question of “heterodoxy ” is still an open one. 
the blindest ignorance can ever lead us to suppose 
reasoning process which makes a formal creed is of Divine 
origin, while that which seems to discover some flaws in it is 
an invention of the devil. We are false to the spmt of -.ur 
boasted Protestantism if we brand dissent by social disabilities 
or ecclesiastical censure. If the great Master had followed 
that method with the perplexed and doubting disciple y 
whom He was surrounded, we should have had no c ur

Nothing but 
that the

would be wiser not to raise any agitation for a revised creed 
•‘When we consider,” says President Patton, of Princeton, in 
discussing this question, “ the danger of unsettling opinions, of 
disturbing old anchorages, of being obliged when the wor 
begins of going further than we intended, it is better to act 
upon the maxim, 0*» ” This dictum from one
held in such deservedly high repute for his talents and zealous
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as a sufficient argument £ can' freely be adduced
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ocean of the love and FaLtoJoTfL^18 ** broad 

It must not be hastily concluded, however that 
des,re to see the Westminster Confession of Faith 
have ceased to believe in the general 
Jn that case, revision would 
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revision, and possibly it would not be an easy matter to hit upon 
the exact changes which would commend themselves to all.

It has been said, therefore, that under these circumstances 
the objections to the Confession must be rather visionary, and 

until the disaffected know exactly what they want, it 
than useless to disturb the monumental 

I think that there is another reason for this

I

that
would be worse 
formulas. But _ 
apparent vagueness of criticism. It is, of course, always easier 
to feel an objection than to state the best method of removing 
it. But when theologians of the nineteenth century are deal
ing with a creed of the sixteenth, to make amendments^ in 
terms of the old symbol becomes well-nigh impossible. 
Westminster Confession belongs to an age whose spirit was

; its methods of statement do not

/! TheII
quite different from
fit the moulds of current religious thought; it moves in a 
speculative realm into which we may indeed project ourselves, 
but only by a distinct and somewhat unnatural effort. When 
we consider the circumstances under which this Confession 
was framed, and the specific purposes which it had in view, it 
is just the kind of document which we would naturally expect 
it to be, and as regards its logical precision is not, I think, 
likely to be excelled in an age which does not take kindly to 
elaborate creed-making. And therefore, to my mind, the best 
solution of the matter is to leave the Westminster Confession 
just as it is, and formulate a new creed more simple and yet 

comprehensive, and giving better expression to the
religious thought of our time.

to be the real aim of the revisionists, however 
differ as to the best method of reaching it.

our own

I

:

more

This seems
much they may 
Consequently the main point in debate is not so much whether 
the doctrines of the Westminster Confession are true or false 
as whether they satisfactorily embody the great principles 
which underlie present religious thought and teaching ; for 
the best creed, however venerable its associations, is not one 
which we lock up in a museum of history, but one which 
shows its radiant face amid everyday doubts and trials. Even

I
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exegesis which confines the Antichrist to the Church of Rome 
and thus lets all Protestants into a self-righteous paradise 
scarcely satisfies us. The desire for a simpler creed may or 
may not mean that Presbyterians love Calvinism less ; but it 
certainly does mean that they love Christianity more, and 

how that church or any other can possibly 
be weakened by putting Christianity, according to Calvin, on 
a lower plane than Christianity according to Christ. It would 
be absurd to expect any confession to embody in perfection 
the whole spirit of Christianity, but an Eirenicon will come 

to it than a polemic. It cannot be a bad sign that the 
religious thought of this age is bringing into greater promi- 

the doctrine of that disciple who leaned on Jesus 
breast, with whose letters the canon of revelation closes, and 
is thus reminding us that the final word of Christianity is love.

I believe that the Presbyterian Church is quite able to frame
it properly. As long

r
1 if,

I do not see
' !1

v
1 4

: :, ;
I

1 nearer

ncnceI

i$ as wea simplified creed and to 
think on religious questions at all we must have a creed 
of some kind ; and nothing, therefore, can be more irrational 
than the demand that dogma shall be dismissed altogether. 
It can only disappear with universal know-nothingism. But 
we must keep creeds in their proper place. They belong to 
the second plane, the intellectual ; not to the first, the spiritual ; 
and beneath their divergences there is common ground of 
tolerance and unity. We may feel in Canada, as elsewhere, 
that this is a transitional period in the religious world, and for 
a little while the mere iconoclast may seem to win the day. 
But if the “ higher criticism ” is destructive the highest criti
cism is constructive ; and I am persuaded that present contro
versies will, in the end, only serve to confirm us in the essential

delivered to the saints, will increase

use

principles of the faith once
love for the character and mission of Christ and the whole 

brotherhood of man, will widen our horizon of religious truth.
intelligent understanding

our

and impart to all churches a more 
and a fuller application of the manifold wisdom of God.

William T. Herridge.
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the prehistoric naturalist •79

THK PREHISTORIC NATURALIST
“ NATURf-” said the acute and learned Dr. Samuel John- 
, f SOn’ never gives everything at once." Man, since his 
first appearance on this globe, has been 
and in ea.l . , a student of Nature,

of the periods of his existence, during which he 
has progressed from savagery to barbarism, and from bar-
he'has’ 1 7h Van0U! StagCS’t0 What we "ow call civilization, 

has looked upon her works with a different eye whose
glance grows ever keener as we approach our own Zy.
with 1 7 S WLthnthe reVOlUti°n in biolo&y that is associated 

th ‘he names of Darwin, Wallace and Herbert Spencer has
mem Hï ren!"g °f idCaS 35 t0 man’s intellectual develop
ment, which has given rise to the new sciences of comparative
Z?°l 3"d TT3?1"" f0lk"l0re' The crude conceptions 
and absurd beliefs of rude and savage peoples, the mytho
logical wealth of ancient Egypt, Assyria, Palestine,
China, to say nothing of the strange jumble of deities pre- 
sented to us in the Pantheons of Greece and of Italy, are being
Sand d° StnCt 1,rTtigation’ and- from apparent chaos 
law and order are slowly but surely arising.

The “ right divine ” of our ancestors to think for us has
passed away forever. The spirit in which, in the closing y
of the nineteenth century, the student must approach the
mythologies of the past and the religions of the
not inaptly expressed by the Poet Lowell when he

India,

ears

present, is 
says :—

There is an instinct in the human heart 
Which makes that all the fables it hath coined 
To justify the reign of its belief,
And strengthen it by beauty’s right divine,
Veil in their inner cells a mystic gift,
Which, like the hazel-twig, in faithful hands, 
Points surely to the hidden springs of truth.”
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Creation legends and Deluge myths are found the wide 
world over, each with the local colouring that differentiates it 
from the rest. Men and gods commune together. Trans
formed into heroes, deities, or saints, men find a place in the 
Paradises of the Old World, and in the countless Elysia of 
the New. Gods in the garb and guise of men, descend upon 
earth, institute order and civilization, then disappear, leaving 
peoples in hopeful expectation of their speedy return, 
devotees of Saturn, Hiawatha, Glooskap, Quetzalcoatl, Bochi- 
cha, await their coming still. Religions and their votaries arise, 
and, having served their purpose, perish, leaving to future 
generations the task of separating, in the inheritance which 
has fallen to their share, the chaff from the wheat, what is 
false from what is true. As he proceeds in his investigation 
the student will

180

But the

“ find on every stone
That each age hath carved the symbol of what god to them was known. 
Ugly shapes and brutish sometimes, but the fairest that they knew ;
It their sight were dim and earthward,yet their hope and aim were true.”

Gradually we are learning to trace the steps in the develop
ment of man’s ideas of a Supreme Being from the absurd 
caricature of rude savages to the anthropomorphic Jahveh of 
a later age, and the more or less idealized Deism of our own 
day.

Prehistoric man looked on the universe as an animate exist- 
of which he formed a part. The whole world was akinence

to him. The earth was the fruitful mother of all things. 
The great orb of day and the milder regent of the night 
beings for whose regular appearance and disappearance he 
was at no loss to accouut. When eclipsed they were dead, or 
had been swallowed up, for the time being, by some superior 
power. To this day the Chinese populace are said to beat 
their tom-toms and fill the air with shouts in order to prevent 
the great Dragon from swallowing the moon, for this, they 
believe, is the cause of the eclipse. There was a time when

were
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le daylight did not exist, say the Kwakiutl Indians'of British 
Columbia until the artful gull deceived the raven, who was 
the custodian of it, into opening the box in which it was con
tained There is a Polynesian legend that earth and sky 
formerly held each other in a close embrace, and it 
until they separated that the light of day appeared.

The savage Australian peoples the vault of heaven with the 
departed ancestors and heroes of his tribe, and the shadow of 
a similar belief lingers with us yet in the names of some of 
the stars and constellations, which, together with many tradi
tions concerning them, have come down to us from grey 
antiquity. In the heavenly bodies above their heads the 
Borord Indians of South America recognize all shapes 
forms of animals, as indeed
the infinitude of orbs in close proximity is nothing 
less than the sand-fleas that trouble them 
Much more beautiful is the
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we ourselves do still. To them 

more nor
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so much on earth.2
..... . , belief °f the Omahas3 that the
M.lky Way is the path by which the spirit travels to the land 
of the dead. The Mississaguas of Ontario, however, explain 
its appearance by saying that the sturgeon is stirring up the 
mud at the bottom of the crystal lake of heaven with his 
and making “rily ” water. The Bororo

rn.

5.”

>p- nose
see in the swiftly 

passing meteor the soul of a great magician, and the Mojaves* 
of Arizona, the spirit of a chief whom an adverse power sank 
beneath the waves but whose soul mounted to the skies. The 
belief that thunder is produced by the flapping of the wings of

ird
of

wn
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•For this statement regarding the Kwakiutl, the authority is Dr. F Boas 
in the " American Anthropolgist,” Vol. II., 328.

•For the Bororô the authority for all statements is 
den Steinen, in the "Verb, der Gesellsch. f. Erdkunde 
s. 483.489.

gs-
ere

the article of K. Von 
au Berlin,” Bd. XV.,

he
or
ior hv n°t elsewhere stated the authority for Omaha beliefs is the essay

y Miss F etcher in the " Proceedings of the American Society for Psychical 
Research,” Vol. I., pp. 135.150. y

‘For the Mojaves the authority is J. G. Bourke, -Notes on the Cosmo
gony and Theogony of the Mojave Indians, of the Rio Colorado Arizona ” 
in "Journal of American Folk-Lore,” Vol. II.
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a great bird and the lightning by the flashing of its eyes is 
widespread amongst the aborigines of North America, and the 
Micmac tribes of Acadia have many stories to tell of the great 
wind-bird, Wuchowsen. An Eskimo legend states that thun
der and lightning are caused by an adult person and a child, 
who went up into the sky long, long ago ; they carry a dried 
seal-skin which they rattle, making the thunder, and torches 
of tar, which they wave, causing the lightning. The Mohawks 
of Canada say that the thunder and lightning are produced 
by men up in the sky, and they explain the fact that an 
Indian is never (!) struck by lightning, by telling us that once 
upon a time a Mohawk succeeded in getting up amongst the 
“ thunder-men,” and since his arrival has interested himself on 
behalf of his fellow Indians.

With more than one savage people the Aurorae Boreales are 
the spirits of the departed at play, and the habitants of Quebec 
still believe that a song sung at eve when the air is calm causes 
them to dance at will. But the unlucky singer gradually 
becomes fascinated and remains rooted to the ground, until at 
last his soul leaves him to join in the giddy mazes of the 
spirits’ dance.1 The Omahas ingeniously maintain that the 
Aurora is the light thrown up by the sun in its passage under 
the earth during the night. The Mississaguas and other 
Algonkian Indians think that the rainbow is the cloak of the 
Manitou, with which he covers the rain, for such is the mean
ing of its name in their language. The Borord believe it to 
be a huge water-snake. The Mojaves say that the rainbow is 
the “ medicine ” of Mustam-ho, the creator for stopping the 
rain ; the various colours are his different “ medicines,” and the 
full number is used only to stop a “ big rain.” The Hare-skin 
Déné Indians of the Mackenzie River region call the rainbow 
Kokkralt, “the spider" ; they believe that it is the web of an 
immense spider that is trying to capture the sun.8 The

■Faucher de St. Maurice. " A la Veillée,” 1879, p. 32, 33.
•The authority for this and other statements regarding the Indians of this 

region is Emile Petitot, " Traditions Indiennes du Canada Nord-Ouest.”
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Omaha Indians think that the whirling columns of dust
on the prairies are ghosts travelling over the country. 

The Irish peasant believes the howling of the storm at night 
to be the “wailing of the suffering souls wandering about in 
search of shelter,” and after sending his children 
places a seat near the fire for the spirit visitor. * 
are the savages whose
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As to how man and the rest of the animate universe 

created, there is a legend for every people. There is 
spread belief that the first men 
mother of all.

ce were
le a wide-

were earth-born, sons of the
fn D. „ 1 cannot do better than quote here the words 

of Dr. Brinton : “ Out of the earth rises life, to it it 
She it is who guards all 
Aztecs painted her

m

re returns.
germs, nourishes all beings. The 

. woman with countless breasts ; the
Peruvians called her ‘ Mama Allpa,’ mother Earth ; in the 
Algonkin tongue the words for earth, mother, father, are from 
t le same root. Homo, Adam, chamaigenes, what do all these 

he ■ vyords mean but earth-born, the son of the soil, repeated in 
t e poetic language of Attica in anthropos, he who springs up 
like a flower ? ” Many savage peoples believe that the first of

or holes in the earth. The first 
. ... , „ camc out of ground, and got his wife out of 

a hillock. The Haytians and Patagonians believe
.... . The Iroquois of New York

still point out, near Oswego Falls, the exact place at which 
he 1 tle first Indians issued from the earth. In the Blackfoot 

country, says De Smet, are two lakes, from one of which,
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DW 'For this and for other statements 

Mooney’s article in the »
Vol. XXV.

Irish Folk-Lore,” see James 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,”

as to "an
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Mylhs of the New World.” second edition, p. 238. 
■On this subjectMvth nf *u * • 866 5°, interesting article by G. S. Jones on " The Cave

Vo, „/ J* 5™™ Ind,ans' in the " Magazine of American History,"his
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according to Indian tradition came the first men, and from 
the other the first women.1 Some savage people believe that 
a man and a woman were in the beginning created at the 
same time, others that man was made first and woman after
wards. As to the material out of which the first human 
beings were made legends differ greatly. The Choctaws 
believe that the Great Spirit moulded the first Indians out of 
clay in a cave, and brought them to earth after the material 
had hardened into flesh and bone.2 Mojave legend states 
that Mustam-ho, the creator, made the first human beings, a 
boy and a girl, out of his own flesh, and there is an Eskimo 
story that the first man came from a reed. In several creation- 
legends the creator of man tries his hand time and again 
before he is satisfied with his handiwork, and many peoples 
who regard themselves as "the men” claim that they were 
created last. But there is also another version, which makes 
the best to be created first before the stock of material had 
begun to run out.

Regarding the creation of the animal and vegetable life 
of the globe, the legends of uncivilized peoples have much 
that is strange and seemingly utterly absurd. The Eskimo 
believe that deer were made from the earth, and fish from 
chips that fell into the water while the Creator was chopping 
wood. A Cherokee legend tells us that the animals were 
originally shut up in a cave, into which a disobedient youth 
once penetrated, whereat his father was so angered that he 
kicked off the cover of a jar from which came bedbugs, gnats, 
lice and the like.3 The Onondagas believe that snails came 
from the brain of a slain giant, and mosquitoes arose from the 
blood of a huge mosquito which the benefactor of men ulti
mately succeeded in killing. Corn and pumpkins, say the 
Hurons, came from the body of the first Huron woman, who

Oregon Missions," p. 178.
••• Brinton Myths of the New World,"second edition, p. 242.
•See [antes Mooney, “ Myths of the Cherokees,” in “ Journal of American 

Folk-Lore," Vol. I„ pp. 97-108, for this and other statements.
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1 died in giving birth to twin sons, and a similar legend is found 
amongst the Cherokees. Time and space will not permit the 
citation of many beautiful stories that remind us of Narcissus 
and other figures in classic mythology.

Many Indian and other savage tribes believe that when
first created they did not differ 

much in form and habits. The Mojaves have a legend that 
when Mustam-ho first created men and animals they were so 
much alike that he did not know what each was good for. 
So he gathered them all together and made them run, crawl, 
fly, swim, and dive, and so, discovering what each could do 
best, he finally separated them and gave them all their names, 
assigning to each his proper position. Man helped him to do 
this, and when Mustam-ho asked the animais, “ Which of you 
is willing to live without work and eat such food

t
e

1
s man and the animals were
if
ll

s
a
0

n
s
e as man may

throw to him ? ” the dog said he was, and from that time forth 
he has been the servant of man. According to Dakota belief 
bears were the most perfect of beings created by the Great 
Spirit, but on account of having disobeyed his commands, they 
were driven into the woods and forbidden to associate in 
future with mankind.1 Very common amongst primitive 
peoples is the belief that in former times animals could speak 
and commune with man. With the Micmacs this took place 
after the departure of the culture-hero of the tribe ; the legend 
has been woven into verse by Mr. A. W. Eaton in his 
“ Acadian Legends and Lyrics,” in the poem entitled, “ The 
Departure of Glooskap.” After giving a parting banquet, to 
which came birds, beasts, turtles, etc., Glooskap, the great 
benefactor of the Micmac peoples, entered his canoe on the 
Basin of Minas, and sailing westward in the moonlight, 
disappeared. Then the wolves, bears, and beavers, who had 
before been brothers, lost the gift of common language, and 
birds and beasts, hating one another, fled into the distant 
forests, where to this day the wolf howls, the owl hoots, and 
the loon utters its sad notes of
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1 " Journal of American Folk-Lore,” Vol. II., p. 65.
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A close relationship with other animals is clearly recognized 
by primitive man. Miss Fletcher tells us that “ the general 
belief of the Omaha Indians is that in some way man has 
been developed from animals," and a custom of a tribe of 
Brazilian Indians noticed by Mr. Hyde Clarke would lead 
us also to believe that they had a pretty clear conception of 
the Darwinian theory. The study of the peculiar institution 
of totemism has brought to light many strange facts as to the 
nature of animals and their connection with the everyday life 
of primitive man, as well as with his social and religious 
customs.

A belief that is found in many parts of the world relates that 
in the beginning men were immortal, like the gods, and that 
by disobeying the Great Spirit they came to die. Nor at first 
were men subject to “the ills that flesh is heir to.” With the 
Semites it is a serpent, with the Omahas it is the otter, who 
brings death into the world. The Ainos believe that death 
rides upon the setting, and life upon the rising, sun. On the 
coast of Ireland the people believe that “ life goes out with 
the ebbing tide.” Space will not permit me to even refer to 
the great mass of lore amongst savage peoples relating to 
death and to the hereafter, which latter subject scarcely comes 
within the scope of this paper. Diseases, in the belief of 
primitive man, were probably referred to the influence of 
supernatural powers. The Omahas think that paralysis is 
caused by the touch of ghosts, and some other diseases are 
produced in a similar manner. The view of lunacy and 
demoniacal possession held by many, even in our own day, 
savours strongly of savage superstition. “ Death or injury by 
the visitation of God ” was more commonly believed in in 
primitive times than it is now. Witchcraft, sorcery, and magic 
then held complete sway. Primitive folk-medicine is a most 
interesting study.

The savage imagination has been called into play with its 
full strength to account for the invention of the arts and those 
helps which have aided man in his progress towards civiliz-
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ation. Were I to relate these many a legend would be told 
that might fairly vie with the myth of Prometheus, the fire- 
stealer, and the story of Dibutades, the fair daughter of the 
potter of Sicyon.

But I must pass on to that part of my paper which has 
more particularly given it its title. No portion of the folk
lore of primitive peoples is more interesting than that which 
accounts for peculiarities in the shape, colour, habits, etc., of 
man and of the rest of the animate creation.

Science has offered many explanations for the peculiarities 
which differentiate the various branches of the human race, 
and each people has its own account to give. A negro 
legend1 states that in the beginning all men were very nearly 
white. One day the Great Spirit took them to the shore of a 
pool and told them to leap in and bathe. The white 
went in first without hesitation, and came out whiter than ever. 
The rest delayed ; and when at last the negro went in the 
water was so dirty that he came out black—those who had 
entered before him and after the white man coming out of 
colour less dark than his, and of various shades according to 
the time of their entering the pool. The Eskimo, when taxed 
with his lack of personal beauty, explains that his ancestors 
were seals who came out of the sea and made their home on 
the land. In explanation of the sexual organs and of the 
labour of women at child-birth there are many strange and 
wonderful legends. A legend of the Mohawks of Caugh 
waga accounts for the finger-nails and toe-nails of man thus : 
Before the Fall men were all covered with a hard, shiny 
substance, and after the forbidden fruit had been eaten this 
commenced to disappear, and all that is now left of it is seen 
at the ends of the fingers and toes. It is scarcely necessary 
to state that this legend is not an original Indian one ; a very 
similar story is current in France and in other parts of Europe. 
Everybody know# the popular explanation of the protuberance 
of the larynx in the throat, known as “ Adam’s apple.” It

‘A similar story is found in " Uncle Remus," No. XXXIII.
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caused by the piece of apple which stuck in Adam’swas
throat, but which apparently went down Eve’s without any 

current in Lanarkshire some seventydifficulty. There was
legend to this effect : “ During the Deluge, thereyears ago a

three holes in the ark through which the water poured 
in ; into the smallest the dog shoved his nose ; into the next 
larger a man pushed his knee ; and to the largest a 
applied her back; and in consequence these have been 
peculiarly cold ever since.

The feeling for man’s kinship with animals is seen in the 
adoption of totems and in the belief in transmigration, 
tive man looked upon animals, in many cases, as friends, 
heroes, gods. The beast-deities of Egypt, the Satyrs of classic 
mythology, and the brazen serpent of the Hebrews in the 
desert, were not alone in the world. The great Hare or Rabbit 
is a chief deity of the Algonkian Indian tribes, and with the 
Quichés of Central £ merica the wild hog figures as a god. 
The Tlingits of Northwestern America ascribe divine powers 
and actions to the raven. The negros of Guinea believe that 
their creator was a spider.2 If 
some of the explanations hereinafter cited will be seen to be 

absurd after all, considering the mental acquire-

were

woman

”1

Primi-

keep in mind these facts,we

not so very 
ments of primitive and savage man.

It is well known that the wolf figures to disadvantage with 
the fox in the great Reynard epic of mediaeval Germany. The 
former induces the latter to hold his tail through a hole in the 
ice, in order to catch fish, but the only result is that the tail 
freezes in and the poor animal loses it. It is not told how he 

Ictinike, the deceitful son of the sun-god, ingot a new one.
Iowa tradition, serves the coyote in an exactly similar way, 
but the animal manages to get a new tail.3 The Mojave 
Indians tell the following story in explanation of the black 
mouth of the coyote. Before the father of Mustam-ho died

‘See the Athenaum, March 9, 1889, p. 322,00!. 3.
•Cited in Bosnian's " Guinea."
•Rev. J. O. Dorsey, in "American Antiq.," November, 1886.
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he told his son to be sure and cremate his body. The coyote 
tr,ed hard to get the corpse to eat. At that time there 
no fire on earth. The blue fly put a star in the sky and sent 

e coyote to fetch it. Meanwhile the blue fly, who well knew
Theœ i'nakmg ht thC PyrC 3nd thc corPsc "«a burnt, 

e coyote seeing thc blaze, came back on thc run but all the
other animals had formed a ring around thc fire,’and it 
only by jumping over the badger, who 
succeeded in getting within thc circle, 
heart which
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was very short, that he 
He then seized the

, . , . , the onv part unconsumed, and in so doine
burnt his mouth, which is black to this day.
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the tips of his hairs. 
Remus,” tells us why 

no tail. Long ago Brer Mud Turtle

e-
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,hc 15
by the bear came along, and Brer Rabbit induced him to slide 
down the rock, but he « hit the xvater like a chimbly a-fallin • 
anri his tail broke off quite short. ’

Prom “ Uncle Remus," also, we learn why thc ’possum has no
wh n02rtaRabbTe b?' *7

hen Brer Rabbit informed on him, and Brer Bar chased 
h.m ; just as he reached the fence the bear seized hold of his 
tail, from which all the hair
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was pulled off, and “ fum dat day
'The authority for Navajo stories 

American Anthropologist,” Vol. II. is the article by Dr. Matthews in
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ter dis, Brer Possum ain’t had no ha’r on his tail, cn necdcr do 
his chilluns."

The Loucheux
origin of the colour of the hair of the otter and fisher and the 
odour emitted by them, by saying that once, when the Navi
gator (one of their mythological heroes) was sleeping, these 
animals crawled into his body, from which he with some 
difficulty expelled them. An Abenaki legend states that the 
porcupine and toad have no noses, because Glnoskap, not 
receiving a civil answer to a question he asked of them, 
pinched them off.1 The Navajos say that when the wood-rat 
was returning from the kesitcé game, he ran so fast that he 

the soles of his feet which can be seen 
rather diminutive

Indians of northern Canada explain the

raised great blisters on 
there to this day. The dormouse is a 
animal, but according to Ojebway tradition2 it was formerly 
as big as a mountain. But one day a mischievous boy man
aged to catch the sun in a snare, just before his time for rising, 
with the result that darkness reigned over the earth. 1 here

the animals, and a council- great commotion amongst 
was held to see who would go to cut the string of the snare, 
which was a rather risky task as the sun's rays were very hot. 
The dormouse, who was the biggest animal in the world, 
undertook it, but, before he succeeded in biting the cord in two 
with his teeth, his body was burned to such an extent that he 
became one of the smallest of creatures.

The deer, belonging to the order of ruminants, has no incisor 
The Eskimo of Greenland believe he

was a

teeth in the upper jaw. 
once had. When deer were first made they had large teeth 
in the upper jaw, and were somewhat unruly animals and 
given to biting the poor savages. So the mythical personage, 
who figures as the Creator, called the deer to him, and pulled 

the obnoxious teeth, making the animals “ good," as the 
The Cherokees, Mr. Mooney tells us, explain

so blunt that he

out
story has it. 
with equal ingenuity why the deer’s teeth are

• "Journal of American Folk-Lore,” I., 85. 
«" Schoolcraft, Onéota, p. 77.
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has to feed on grass and leaves. Originally his teeth were
stretched^ a vine l ^ ^ ^ the artfuI rabbit 
stretched a vine-branch across the path, and bit it nearlv
through in the middle. Seeing the deer coming llThe
began to run and jump at the vine, and told him he could bhe
through ,t at one jump, which he did easily enough G ^
deers great astonishment. The rabbit then stretched
vine across the path, and the deer only injured himself in
trying to bit, it through. A, l„s, the rabbit told hta hi"
teeth were too blunt, and that they ought to be sharpened

u , bb ‘SLCOndemncd t0 spend his life “gnawing twigs and 
tUSbC\ Thls Pun>shment was awarded him for having tried 
to cheat the other animals in a race through the thickef All 
who have read the delightful stories in “Uncle Remus” are
buThyataT” It" ^ inKWhiCh Brer Rabbit iost h-s “fine 
nushy tail. It came about in this wise.
Rabbit met

191

another

worn

r, c . One day Brer
. . . er Pox coming along with a fine string of fish

to the Tr d h,'m tHat a" he had t0 do was togo down 
the creek after sundown, drop his tail into the water and

f 1 -dayl‘ght’ When he would “draw up a whole arm
“.h", H Brer RM‘ dl<*. ProvidbgtZl

ith a dram for the weather was rather cold. During the
fisf n th °Zem thC iCe' 3nd When he tried to pull up the 
fish in the morning ,t came off short. It is curious that a

F”' A aCCKi?t haPPCnS t0 the wolfin the “ Reineke uchs epic A negro legend in ‘ Nights with Uncle Remus ”
1 S W y tb® a,hgator’s back is rough. One day he 

epmg amidst the broom-and-marsh grass. The cunningwas

Voi'hlmesMooney. "Cherokee Myths,"in " Journal of American Folk-Lore,
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fire, and before he could reach therabbit set the grass on
water the alligator was badly burned. ■

The superstitious peasants of the west coast of Ireland believe 
that seals “are the embodied souls of the dead, and their 
plaintive cries are wails of sorrow in their misery ; ” and a tribe 
of Brazilian Indians think that a certain bird which sings 
mournfully in the night is a messenger sent by a deceased 
friend with news from the spirit land. The Bororo believe 
that after death their souls appear as gaudily plumagcd Arara 
birds, while the spirits of the negroes enter the ugly and 
malodorous bodies of vultures. The chattering of the magpie 
the hoot of the owl, the croaking of the raven, the crowing of 
the cock, the drumming or ticking of the beetle arc regarde 
in various parts of the world as admonitions of approaching 
death Some butterflies are marked with spots and some are 
white without a blemish. Among the uneducated in Ireland 

beautiful explanation for this. The pure white 
butterfly is the soul of the sinless and forgiven dead on its 
flight to the gates of Paradise, whilst the spotted ones are the 
embodiments of spirits condemned to spend their time of 
purgatory on the earth, the -,umber of their sins corresponding 
with the number of spots on the wings of the insect. A be îcf 
similar to this is said to exist in China. With this may also 

the beautiful conception of the dove in the
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be compared 
religious teachings of the early Christians.

Perhaps no bird is better known throughout the length,and 
breadth of Europe than “ the children’s friend cock robin." It 
is of him that the sweetest lyrist of the Carolinian era sings :

f

“ And when I’m laid out for a corse, then be
me.”Thou sexton, redbreast for to cover

of Spenser, Gray, Thomson, Wordsworth, and of 
of England’s poets1 preserve the memory of this

The verses 
many more

See a most interesting article on •• Myths of the Robin Redbreast in Early 
R Fletcher, in " American Anthropologist, ' II.,

I
English Poetry," by Dr. 
97-118.
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“pious bird," and in the rudcr 
place from time immemorial, 
robin redbreast there

gs of the people he has his 
Legends and myths relating to 

. arc ln great number in almost all the
anguages of Lurope. The popular imagination before which 

the robin appears as “the pious bird with the scarlet breast ” 
found no difficulty in assigning a reason for the colour of its 
plumage. One legend, current among Catholic peoples, and 
coming down from a time when belief in the stern cruelty of 
the Creator was much stronger than at present, tells us that 

the robin was commissioned by the Deity to carry a drop of 
water to the souls of unbaptized infants in hell, and its breast 
was singed in piercing the flames." Another popular story 
much more beautiful, relates, that when Christ was toiling 
beneath the burden of the cross on his way to Calvary, the 
robin, in its kindness, plucked a thorn from the

son

, ... , crown that
oppressed H.s brow, and the blood of the divine martyr dyed 
the breast of the bird, which from that time has 
insignia of its charity. Another version of the 
makes the thorns wound the bird itself and its 
its breast.1

borne the 
same legend 

own blood dye

An Ojebway tradition states that the gaudy plumage and 
topknot of the kingfisher were the bribe given by Nanabush, 
the culture-hero of the tribe, to induce the bird to impart some 
information he required. The Mojaves explain the marks 
the woodpecker’s tail thus : Long ago the Arizona valley was 
all under water except the top of some mountains. There 
the woodpecker stayed for ten days. The water kept rising 
until it wet his tail, where the stain 
legend of the 
brothers

on

can be seen yet. Another 
same people tells us that long ago two twin- 
billed by the fathers of the maidens whom they 

loved. The woodpecker saw the deed committed, drank the 
blood of the victims, and -rried home with 
blood can still be

were

the news. The 
the woodpecker’s beak. According 

to a myth of the Iowa Indians,2 the reason of the turkey’s
^See Lecky, " History of European Morals,” II., 224.

ev. J. Owen Dorsey, in " American Antiquaria November. 1886.
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red eyes is this : Ictinike, the son of the sun-god, deceived the 
turkeys, causing them to dance around him with closed eyes 
while he sang. He seized the largest ones, wrung their heads 
off and put them in his sack. But some of the birds peeped 
and gave the alarm so that many escaped. Those who did 
so had red eyes and so have their descendants. A somewhat 
similar legend of which Nanabojou is the hero, is current 
amongst the Ojebway, and accounts for the red eyes of certain 
waterfowl ; in this case all who escaped flew away except the 
“ diver,” who had to run to the lake. Nanabojou ran after 
him and stamped upon him, and this is why to this day the 
" divers ” have a flat back and red eyes. Another Iowa myth 
states that the buzzard has no feathers on his head because of 
a trick he once played on Ictinike, who stripped the feathers 
from the head and neck of his deceiver. From “ Nights with 
Uncle Remus,” we learn that the guinea fowl were originally 
all blue, until they came to “ Sis Cow ” and asked her if she 
could not make them so that they would not be so visible, 
being all of one colour. So “ Sis Cow ” let down her tail into 
a pail of milk, and sprinkled the birds, “ an fum dat time out 
dcy got dem little speckles un um."

Everybody has heard of “ St. Peter’s fish.” We read in the 
New Testament how St. Peter took the tribute-money from 
the mouth of the fish. Now on each side of the haddock is a 
black mark, which the popular mind has concluded was left 
there by the Apostle’s thumb and finger. There is an incon
sistency in this explanation that would do credit to the naïvest 
Red Man, for certain it is that, in St. Peter’s time at least, the 
haddock never swam in the sea of Genesareth.

A Cherokee legend states that at first the trees had leaves 
all the year round. Some time after the world was made the 
“ Great Apportioner ” commanded all the trees to keep awake 
for four days and nights. All but the pine, spruce and balsam 
proved unable to withstand the attacks of sleep, and they were 
punished by the “ Great Apportioner," who declared that those 
who had obeyed him should be green for ever, whilst those
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who failed to do so should lose their leaves with the coming of
tolls whv'toe d T "r,ent amon8st the same tribe 

s why the cedar is red. Long ago the Cherokees killed a
Ton ?°nT’ an1 bring,"ng his hcad home triumph, placed
hi ltu,r.,ar P°le in front of the town-house. The 
blood trickled down the pole and dyed
the cedar retains to this day.

Theologians and philosophers have devoted much learned 
fruir thatch euUC,dati0n °f thC natUre 0f ‘he "forbidden
frun, that brought sin into the world, and all our woe ” In
thanThegenhC,ia,ly’?e ,TUlar mind’ Whkh aCts — quickly 
than the philosophical, has given this name to a species of
orange (Citrus Pared,si), introduced into the south of that
comment from China. The tree bears a large, somewhat
pea -shaped, greenish-yellow fruit, having around its base a
circle of depressions resembling the marks of teeth, whence
CevlonTh r t Pr°dUCt °f 3 treC belon8lnS properly to 
Leylon, the raberncemontana dichotoma, of the
Apocynacea, is also named “forbidden fruit”; 
follicle containing pulp) has suggested the 
part of it

•95

it red, which colour

!

natural order 
its shape (a

, . „ explanation that
i i hu uaS blttCn °ff’ and the lcgend regarding it cruelly 

adds that the fruit was good before Eve ate of it, although it
has been poisonous ever since. There arc many more legends 
of the forbidden fruit which I cannot even mention here
hi I In f T0Oneyfte!'S US that the Srass ab°ve the graves (on the 
hill of Tara) of those insurgents who fell in the rebellion of
79 , is green upon one side and red upon the other This 

the uneducated people believe is owing to the fact that it 
springs from the blood of those who sleep beneath the sod 

One of the “ final resorts ” of mediæval theological 
ment on the production of which the doubter was expected 
to retire in utter confusion, was the tangible and visible evi- 
ence o the statue of salt on the borders of the Dead Sea

wealth fd n°rmerly bCCn L0t'S Wife- With a remarkable 
wealth of illustration and citation of
A. D. White, in

argu-

authorities, the Hon. 
a recent number of the Popular Science
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Monthly, has pointed out the origin and development of the 
story of Lot’s wife being turned into a pillar of salt. It 
to be merely an tx post facto myth, invented to account for the 
peculiarly shaped columns and masses of salie rock produced 
in that region by the denuding action of rains and the 
atmosphere. All of us, perhaps, can remember from our 
childhood days some such freak of nature, and many a weird 
legend connected therewith. And savage man has stories of 
this kind galore. In Ceylon we find what by some is termed 
the footprint of Adam, by others that of Buddha, on the top 
of a high mountain. And the sanguine Anglo-Israelites 
would have us believe that the pillar on which Jacob slumbered 
at Bethel forms a footrest for the Queen of Britain. The 
Micmac Indians still point out the image of Glooskap in the 
living rock, and the Abenakis will show you, near Lubec, in 
Maine, the spot where the hero of his tribe killed the great 
moose, whose entrails, turned into stone, are yet visible there. 
Not far from the mouth of the River St. John, on the shore of 
the Bay of Fundy, Glooskap left his pack one day, and on his 

found a sable gnawing at it. The pack exists to this 
day in the form of a huge rock, in which the hole made by

Ten or twelve leagues from Fort 
three isolated rocks

seems

return

the sable is still to be seen.
Good Hope, in far northern Canada, are 
of cm ious shape. Petitot informs us that the Hareskin Dent- 
think they are a man and two women, whom Yamon-Kha, a 
deity of the morning light, metamorphosed into stone. The 
Ojebway can still discern on the shore of Lake Superior, near 
Thunder Bay, the depressions made by Nanabojou, when he 
rested after his arduous labours were completed.

More, much more, might be said. But I think I have said 
gh .0 show that whilst primitive man may not have been 

a naturalist like Darwin, Wallace, and others who have read 
the evolution pages in the great book of nature, and given to 
the world the truth they found inscribed therein, he was a

,1

\
enou

1 “Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. I., p. 85.
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student of nature, a naturalist, none the less. He looked 
about him upon the world of life, with its strange phenomena, 
and for all he saw he had explanations to offer, and accounts 
to give, which, if not scientifically accurate, were at least naïve 
and ingenious.

In the beliefs of savage tribes yet existing on our globe, 
and in the legends that can still be heard in the quiet villages 
of continental Europe, where the past is wont to linger on far 
into the present, we must seek to find the safest guide to what 
have been the thoughts of primitive man in that far distant 
period in the world’s earlier history, when the words of the 
poet applied to all the human race—

“ and wild in woods the noble savage ran.”

'

!II
i

1
lA. F. Chamberlain.
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HOW AN ELECTION IS WON

POLITICIANS, party men, machine men, ward workers, 
1 etc., are freely used by the general public as terms of 
reproach and contempt, and if parties 
their accounts of each other, the verdict is 
one.

to be judged byare
not an unnatural

I he man who indulges in the use of such terms of general 
condemnation knows very little, in most instances, about the 
workings of an election campaign ; his experience being 
entirely superficial. He notices that an increasing portion of 
the space of his daily paper is being devoted to political news. 
He reads the headings of the large proclamations that 
posted on fences and blank walls. He hears groups of men, 
returning home late at night, talking earnestly and excitedly 
of candidates, conventions, committee rooms, wards, etc. 
very atmosphere seems surcharged with party antagonism, 
and he realizes that he will soon be called on to vote. Walk
ing along the street, to or from his place of business a few 
days before the election, he sees a window filled with great 
flaming posters, announcing that the committee rooms of one 
of the parties are located within. He enters, familiarly or 
timidly, according as his leanings are toward or away from the 
party. He sees two or three men, seated at desks or tables, 
writing as if the fate of the nation depended on the speed of 
their pens. Voters’ lists, directories, candidates’ cards, 
paign literature, and a promiscuous quantity of printed 
arc scattered confusedly about the room.

“ How do you do, sir?” says one, with warm cheery tones 
and a gay campaign smile, as he pauses long enough to dip 
his pen into the ink bottle.

are

The

)'

I* cam-
mattcr
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“ I came in to see if I am on the voters’ list,” answers the 
independent elector, with the air of one who expects an 
immediate “yes" or “no” to his implied question.

The scribe indulges in one rapid glance that says, “ Why 
didn’t you find that out two weeks ago, when we had a few 
minutes to spare ? ” then in the same hearty tone he asks what 
sub-division the enquirer lives in.

“ I don’t know exactly,” slowly answers the elector ; “ I live
------ street.”

“ What part ? ”
“ Near the upper end.”
“ Between
“ Not quite so far as that.”
“ Between------and------- ? ”
“ Yes.”
“ That will be in number------ ,” says the scribe, hastily

turning over the leaves of a dog-eared voters’ list. “ What is 
your name, please ? ”

The name is given, and the elector is informed that he is on 
the list, and that his polling place will be on the corner of 
------and

!

«
%

on

and ■streets ? ”

II

streets.
On polling day he goes to the corner indicated, and finds a 

number of men and boys collected around the door ; the 
former distributing candidates’ cards and the latter collecting 
them. He takes a card from the nearest man, and is imme
diately importuned by a small boy to surrender it up—or 
rather down. “ Naw, give it to me, mister ; won’t you, mister ? 
see all he has already,” says another, standing squarely in his 
way, and stretching up his hand for the coveted prize. He 
pushes the small boys out of his way, thrusts the card in his 
pocket and enters. After answering a few questions from the 
deputy returning officer he secures his bàllot, retires into the 
adjoining room or behind the suspended sheet, expresses his 
sovereign will regarding the destiny of the nation by marking 
his ballot in favour of the nominees of his party, and deposits 
the manipulator of the human race in a tin box. Towards

I
i

-_________
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evening he walks down to where the crowds arc yelling in 
front of the newspaper offices, finds out the general result of 
the election, and then divorces politics from his mind for an 
indefinite period.

This experience must be familiar to all, but to those who 
are accustomed to seek the cause of various phenomena, a 
brief description of the controlling organizations may be of 
interest.

hach party has its Dominion organization, its Provincial 
organization, a separate association for each electoral riding, 
and, in Toronto, thirteen ward organizations. There is so 
much difference between the method of conducting a campaign 
in a rural constituency, where every man knows his neighbours, 
and in a city of perpetual strangers like Toronto, that a 
separate description of the two would be essential 
plete understanding of the work of a general election. Put the 
limits of this article confine it to city operations and methods.

The first event of interest to the general public is the selec
tion of candidates by the party conventions. These bodies 

composed of delegates selected at previous meetings of 
the ward associations. Although a large number are chosen, 
they generally represent the will of two or three active workers. 
So many members dread the sound of their own voices in 
public meetings that it is easy for a few talkative 
arrange the convention to suit themselves. This prevails to 
such an extent that the convention frequently confirms, with
out debate or division, the nominations that have been decided 
on at a secret caucus of four or five members.

In an election, as in every other undertaking, the first essen
tial is to raise the funds. The candidates are usually assessed 
heavily to defray the expenses, but, in addition to that, it is 
always necessary to pass the hat among the members of the city 
associations. Many of the active politicians (and it may be 
added with truth—all who are not active politicians) have no 
regard for the sacredness of the duties devolving on them 
under a representative form of government. Yet the former

1

,
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long to win elections, and experience the same delight in 
victory at the polls as at a game of cards or chess. Hence 
they always subscribe liberally to the party funds, and enter 
into a contest with vigour and enthusiasm. Supplies of cam
paign literature, consisting of pamphlets dealing with various 
questions according to the position assumed for the elections, 
speeches of members, extracts from speeches of opponents, 
with now and then a doggerel rhyme, are prepared, months 
in advance, at the expense of the Dominion or Provincial 
associations. The first active work of city organization con
sists in copying the entire voters’ list into small books for the 
use of canvassers. It is done by men who, although supporters 
of the party for which they work, are employed on strictly 
business principles. There being always, in a city like Toronto, 
a number of clerks and bookkeepers out of employment, no 
difficulty is experienced in obtaining a sufficient number of 
hands at a low rate of wages.

In the voters’ lists printed by authority of the city, the 
names in each polling sub-division (consisting from three or 
four to twenty streets or parts of streets) are arranged alpha
betically. These must be copied according to location—the 
name on each street being arranged in the canvassers’ books 
according to the street number. By this means the canvassers 
experience little difficulty in going from house to house.

As soon as the lists are copied, the ward associations are 
expected to be ready to open their respective committee 
rooms ; and also to raise, by subscription, sufficient funds to 
defray all expenses connected with them. The latter rule is 
not always observed, as the central committee sometimes 
furnishes all funds. The work of canvassing now commences 
in earnest, and volunteers for the work are eagerly sought 
after. A house-to-house canvass is the most disagreeable 
work in connection with an election campaign, and much 
difficulty is always experienced in obtaining volunteers. So 
reluctant are men to undertake the work, that it is generally 
found necessary to break the law and hire a few men to can-

1

i

l
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c,oc,^s,:rivisions-raity knowin8 *>

Canvassers

REVIEW

vass

hTh feWKday* before thc ele=tion, with the information that 
they have been disappointed by their friends and consequently 
their sub-d,visions have not been canvassed. Those who 
report give glowing accounts of their work, leading the unini- 
lated to feel confident of a grand victory. These favourable

, a varicty of causes. The worker’s greater
number of acquaintances among the adherents of hE own 
party the tendency of electors to say “yes ” to every one who

? the,r,VOteS’ and the natural desire of each canvasser to 
make a good report, all tend to make such returns unreliable 
as far as the chances of the contest are
in fact, only valuable according as they present a correct list
b! Ï°SCtWf T d‘ed SinCC the 'aSt revision- those who will 
be absent from the city on the day of election, those who vote
in some other ward or sub-division, and those who are disquali- 

ed on account of non-residence or occupation. In addition
L rVTT 11 n CUSt°mary t0 Search the death record in

mavh! , Dcpartmcnt- in order that the information
may be as complete as possible.

Each party claims that these precautions
order to prevent their opponents from
and there is little

W)
K, every

reports spring from

f concerned. They are,

I are necessary in 
voting on false names, 

reason to doubt the truth of the assertion
from either side.

^ *r::

much that they would gladly fr ^ k 1
active workers, who

A

II
down. They find 

to be entirely void of moral 
relation to elections, who appear to have 
illicit work, and who

own
! many 

sense in 
no energy except in 

are willing to expend more time and

seem
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labour in the impersonation of one absentee than in the 
bringing of three or four careless voters to the poll. Although 
more man suspecting the nature of the work that these 
engage in, the leaders try to avoid any positive knowledg 
the subject.

A list is kept of the favourable voters in each ward who 
wish to be driven to the polling booths, and the time that 
would best suit the convenience of each. The names must be 
divided among the drivers of the conveyances, so that each 
may have his route arranged advantageously.

The appointment of scrutineers is one of the most important 
duties of a ward committee. The voters’ lists, being compiled 
from the assessment rolls, contain the names of many absentees, 
duplicates, and men who have died since the last revision. 
And if a single polling place is left without a scrutineer on 
behalf of any candidate, his opponents may deposit ballots for 
every false name on the list. It is desirable that every scruti- 

should know his sub-division thoroughly. But as there 
can be obtained, it is necessary 

to make out, in duplicate, a complete list of the voters for each 
sub-division, with explicit instructions as to who is to be 
challenged, who has died, who has left the city, etc.

It is not uncommon for conscienceless followers of a party 
to go to the committee rooms of their opponents and volunteer 
to act as scrutineers during the election. Such dishonest 
efforts are seldom successful, as a man must be well known 
before he will be entrusted with so important a commission. 
When such an appointment is secured, however, it generally 
results in the polling of twenty or thirty bogus votes by the 
friends of the unfaithful agent.

The failure of canvassers to complete their lists, together 
with the necessity of hiring and arranging for conveyances, 
compel the members of the committee to crowd a great deal 
of work into the two or three days preceding the election. 
Then it is—when they are up to their eyes in work—that the 

old veteran wants to relate his experience in the party during
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the past thirty or forty years, the talkative elector 
explanation regarding the omission 
voters’ list, and the

wants an 
of his name from the 

, . , mcn w*10 have done nothing want to
implam about many things that have been neglected
The public meetings require very little attention, hiring of

hlm tu U131"2 h"''"5 tHe Chicf work in connection with 
them. The ablest speakers, as a rule, remain in the city, and
their names, in the excited state of the public mind arc
law stodent T aUdienccs‘ Many young ambitious 

students and newspaper reporters are sent, by the party
eZT\t0 7?mP ’’ ,n thC rUra' constltuencies, "thefr
ITch th hgr yed by thc assoclations of the ridings in 
which their philippics are delivered

The law expressly prohibits the hiring of conveyances to
drive electors to the polls. But it is one of those laws up to
which the moral sense of the people has not yet been educated
and it is therefore broken with impunity. No one
feel that wrong is being done-neither the
the agent who hires it,
fortable cushion

seems to
owner of the rig, 

the elector who reclines on a com-
On BS hC jS lVhirIed a,0ng t0 the P°lline booth,

h thTC. n 0f e,ection every one appears to be in 
haste. The rigs must all be despatched to bring up the 
early voters. Several who have volunteered to do important 
uork do not arrive, and their places must be filled. Notes of
attenTand1Veh SCmt,'neerS’ getting their inability to 
attend, and substitutes must be found immediately. Many
other unforeseen necessities arise, and, for about two hours
the committee-room is a scene of bewildering rush and hurry’
This is the golden opportunity for the “hanger-on,” who is in
most cases, a man of considerable wealth-never I poor man

tiB

nor

T
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....
...
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as might at first sight appear. The men employed have been 
for years faithful adherents of the party hiring them. As a 
rule they have been enthusiastic partisans before any thought 
of patronage entered their heads. And now that they have 
become, :n their own estimation, more knowing, they regard 
the occasional favours as part of the universal earthly reward 
of virtue and intelligence, in which they have implicit faith.

As the excitement in the committee-room subsides, let us 
take a glance at a polling-booth. Around the door, before the 
hour for opening, is a group of men who apparently have 
nothing to do, save while away their time in the most leisurely 
manner conceivable. Should the scrutineers arrive early, with 
t eir large card-board lists of instructions, these men will 
suddenly become alert and energetic, and betake themselves 
hastily to some other polling-booth. They are looking for 
delinquent scrutineers. In their pockets are lists of the 
absentees and “ deads ” on the official rolls for the several sub
divisions, and, should a scrutineer be a few minutes late, the 
chances arc that five or six bogus votes will be polled against 
his candidates. During the day, notwithstanding the occa
sional unpleasantnesses arising through attempts at impersona
tion, the opposing scrutineers grow quite friendly, chatting and 
telling funny stories as good naturedly as their great leaders 
would under similar circumstances. Their proneness to human 
frailty is sometimes made manifest by the hasty arrival of a 
messenger at a committee-room, bearing the news that some
one is “ filling up ” the scrutineer in No.----- , and that he will
soon be too “ full ”

1
!

t
:■

.
1

:
1

;

to attend to his business. In such an 
emergency he is relieved of his duties by some one of a less 
convivial temperament.

Between the closing of the polls and the arrival
'

of the
returns there ensues a period of suppressed excitement. The 
most talkative canvasser becomes silent, and 
seems to fall on 1
unfavourable the spell remains unbroken, but as soon 
favourable vote is announced,

1

a quiet calm
every one. Should the first returns {prove 

as a
a many-toned cheer bursts
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forth, and the excitement ir renewed with redoubled 
It .s soon carried from tf, committee-rooms to the 
adjoining the offices of the leading party organs, and the
cheering is contmued till the full result of the election is 
ascertained. 1

strength. 
1 streets

-

And now a word about that much 
politician. He is abused individual, the 

, a man in whose character the sportin-r
e cment predominates. He plays at politics as he does at 

etics—by proxy. He does not throw the all, but he 
akes stock m the league. He does not pul, th oar, but he 
berally assists the “champion." He does not canvass or 

copy voters’ lists, but he subscribes freely the campaign 
funds. He rejoices m a victory and keenl feels a defeat 
Men with legislative principles and theories are to him at once 
an enigma and bugbear. He wants - a fair field and no favour " 
according to the recognized rules of the game. He regards 

, c castmS °f false ballots as he does the stealing of a base or
contest?" And P that SerVe *S thc SPicc °f a*>etic
- "o, , bad Z a,',"6 '° ^ *

In addition to
every =ampaig„ wbo
study of pout,cal science and thc application of its truths to the 
legislative questions of the day. They regard the campaign 
as a necessary evil, and yet, as the only means whereby a

may infUSCd in‘° l**eelectorate. 0„

purse as a

men

to thc
I

are many who seem to regard the public 
legitimate object of plunder, and the 

and legislators as thieves whom it is
In casting about for remedies for the many abuses of 

electoral system, one is impressed with the truth of the 
adage that it is easier to find than to mend a fault. The evils 
connected with canvassing and the hiring of conveyances will 
disappear as the electors become more sensible of the duties 
devolving on them under representative institutions 
men are willing to concede that all

politicians
no sin to rob.

ourv
old

While
material things that are

cr
o

ô
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good and useful can only be obtained by hard and diligent 
labour, they seem to expect that good government-thc 
difficult to produce of all things-will be thrust upon them,
whde they not only stand idly by, but heap abuse and ridicule 
on those who 
desideratum.

most

are working, as best they may, for the great 
“ If my vote is not worth asking for it’s 

worth giving," is the expression of another sentiment that 
leads to much abuse. Men enjoy the sense of importance 
that comes with being solicited, and thus the party that does 
not canvass thoroughly and furnish a plentiful supply of 
conveyances is placed at great disadvantage. The evils of 
impersonation might be mitigated, to a slight extent, by the 
adoption of a modified form of the American system of reffis- 
tration. Rut the writer is no believer in the reformatory 
power of systems. An honest electorate will be honest under 
any system, and vice versa.

There is, however, a splendid field for the press, the platform 
and the pulpit in disabusing the public mind of many of the 
fallacies that lead to political evils, 
taught that the term “ Government ” is 
merely implies that part of the necessary labour of society 
that can be better attended to by the community . 
acting through representatives, than by individuals They 
will then gradually cease to applaud the men who have merely 
secured power, and learn to bestow honours only on those who 
have used it wisely. The people should hear 
the right to vote—that is established.

not

The people should be
now misused. That it

as a whole,

no more about
. They should be taught

the duty of voting and the dishonesty of remaining ignorant 
on political questions.

The Constitution of the United States-which is, in practice 
no more democratic than our own-was drafted when her

men that could be picked 
different classes of society in the Mother Country 

And just as surely as the people of the slave States left a 
terri ole problem for the present generation to solve by i 
mg negroes to do their work,

population consisted of the best 
from the

mport- 
we creating a problem forare

m
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worst I " Tu Chi,dren’ by indiscriminately importing 
their labour can "" of the cheap rate at which
State fl 1 drcles in the United
time anH > mflucncc of this immigration for some

and ,t .s now noticable in Toronto, portending a condition 
men arc

H the
■

1

that thoughtful 
When contemplating with alarm.

tow., WC. conslder the influence of this foreign element
varied interest aCffPrîyh0f ,°Ur m°St Capab,e citizens and the 
ve are leadtwH 7 ^ rCSU,t °f each Section contest,
in but '"at the h n0t at C°rrUpt Practices are indulged 

* that they d0 not prevail to a far greater extent

S. T. Wood.

1

1
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“ f^ERTAINLY the career of Tennysi 
career,” wrote one of his ablest

is an ideal poetic
some fifteen

years ago ; and no one, I think, will dispute the truth of the 
statement, hrom the time the nursling Athenteum hailed his 
prize poem of 1829 as one “which would have done honour 
to any man who ever wrote,” to “ his publishing, in his seventy- 
first year, the most richly various volume of English 
that has appeared in his own century,” he has gone from 
strength to strength, and from one artistic triumph to another. 
The author of the only national epic, the only great poem 
universally read since Paradise Lost, he has written the ten- 
derest lyrics in the language, and created

verse

« *, t a new poetic form,
the English idyll. Unlike Wordsworth and de Musset, he 
did not write himself out between twenty and thirty ; he has 
gained steadily in power and depth as he has grown older. 
Between sixty and seventy he turned to a new field, and to 
the surprise of the world, made English literature richer’by 
three great historical dramas ; even when past the limit of 
three-score years and ten, he gave us Rtspah, 
with passion and pathos, “ such

poem thrilling
n a poem as words are powerless

to praise.” Few veteran poets have shown such reserve of 
strength and brought forth such fruit in old age. But at 
eighty his career is ended, he knows it, and he has bidden us 
farewell. Nothing could be nobler, or more befitting his great 
career, than the sweet swan song, with which he has taken 
leave of it. Crossing the Bar tells us that we are to have no 
more songs from the master singer, for he is “ meditating a
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With his heart filled with the Christian’s hope 
him from our sight "Vhe' ^ ^ Which is to bear’

CCn > cars of ever-widening empire.”

[i review

long silence.” 
he awaits the

!
}

In view of such
natural ,ha, every fet" or‘d ="'<*■;. it I» only
understand I, should^ Tnd ’ f•

impm.s,i„ns.ttiucP'*,„eLafi,«eCm,»‘'S CnVi^0n,nCn,■

known, the poet remains

us to

Among the 
j early

True, when all this is

- on Faust, when we know that Goethe delighted in 
the puppet play, as a child, and made the first d
poem when a student.

on

I
.p, . cast of the

crowned victor to the unaecrtiit'eTC'” thTchiUV "" 
Icon potentially the conqueror of Auiterlitr ‘î thé h °" 
Shakespeare, potentially the author of TmfM I, : 
then, a matter for surprise that the Srs, voices of T=n„

~“„hd"e rr„* 6“hd “ °f,hc

,h,s boorr^'irr^
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analogies between these first ventures and the 
productions of the poet. Many of the critics mention them 
or refer to them, but few show any knowlege of them, first
hand. Mr. Brim ley had never seen the book, and Mr. Stead
man thinks it has no “ place in 1 ennyson's lyrical rise and 
progress.’ Last year Mr. Van Dyke contributed a fluent, 
chatty little essay to Scribner's* in which he takes much the 
same view, while he furnishes us with more and more detailed 
information regarding the book than had heretofore been 
made public. He estimates correctly the value of the evidence 
it brings forward regarding the home life in which the poets 
grew up and the wide reading of the Two Brothers. He is 
right when he thinks that they have no absolute value as 
literature ; but neither he nor Mr. Steadman seems to be 
aware of their importance 
poet’s lyrical rise and progress.” Students of literature may 
congratulate themselves on their good fortune that these 
earliest poems arc published, notes, preface, mottoes and all, 
by Harpers,2 just as they appeared in Messrs. Jackson’s shop 
in Louth in 1827. They are exactly of the same value as the 
first edit ms of Maud, the Princess, and the volumes of 1830 
and kôj2 compared with the edition of 1842. We see that 
stanzas, words, phrases, ideas have been rejected, modified 
and transferred ; sometimes the entire poem re-cast. We ara 
allowed glimpses into the poet’s laboratory : we learn the 
poetic how and why, 
art perfecting itself before our eyes. This it is that makes 
the book important—not for exciting idle curiosity, but for 
the purposes of earnest study. For before he has reached his 
eighteenth year, nearly all the characteristics of his peculiar 
style are already quite distinct, and clearly marked.

Admirers of Tennyson are much indebted to Mrs. Ritchie 
(Miss Thackeray) for an authentic account of the poet’s life. 
In a charming and often quoted article she tells several

'August, 1S89, p. 242 ff.
'The Complete Poetical Works of Alfred Lord Tennyson, p. 359 ff.
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legends of the child 

Pretty. One is of the first 
voice 
Alfred

P°et,1 which are suggestive as well as
verse he ever

that s speaking in the wind ; ” 
was rushing about the 

an autumn twilight. The 
almost too much.

composed, “ I hear a 
. spoken, as, five-year-old 

garden walks of Somcrsby, in 
It tcmPtation to enlarge on this is

tant part the wind olav °U ‘ 1 ° CaSy l° s^*ow w*lat an impor
te Lpal Two lines “ ^ °f Poems Orlna
Norland wintl^^ ^ " When

wmd, oh mother, come out to me ^ Thl tK ?^ 
b f T nng HiS y°UngCr brothcr to write * °f

—P,aying. 
ment. The impressive heart of the child ,'! w'^ °l 
the power and mystery of the unseen • i "r°U^ 1 uPon by the loveliness , Jhe L^ndTm" ^ “

instinctive sympathy with the great forces of nf i " 
shown, and inborn love of natural Luty wu?? Y 
hand interests him; this first effort W * 'S near at
the approval of Charles for L m T * SUCCess’il ^ined 
and handed them back with thé criticism'' ^

write. Every one knows how fully these ^
developed in Tennyson's later work ; and e'en in

At tZ thCy arC Str°ngly marked-

us. How

verses on his slate

*

J

tendencies are
Poems By

are we're * dlfficU"r ="nf,o„,,
and which from Alfred's ? The “r rr°m <*" of Charl»s. 
were written •• „o,X'Lntre T^i't “n ,ha' >>*"“ 

account for the difference in stole 'llduall>’: ”h,'h '«ay 
that there is a CODV ofTheLl.! m«"" " We know
C ” A- «ut it ha, not been pnbfehcd"' t

a ,h^h
proved to be the lanre,. • T T W 'everal 
and phrases from ,h=m to lare/acln'oSSwSâ

are

Let us' Harper's Magazine, December,
i8S3.
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take one which both Mr. Van Dyke and Mr. Shepherd assign 
to the Laureate rather than to his brother Charles—Midnight. 

' A typical line is :
“ A wan, dull, lengthen'd sheet of swimming light 

Lies the broad lake-----”

I

We must remember that this is the work of a boy in his 
in the third decade of this century, before we can appreciate 
the wonderful freshness and breadth of the description. The 
same conception of the lake is found in his later work again 
and again , it is noticeable in Motte D'Arthur to mention a 
single instance. The word wan by itself is sufficient to estab
lish the authorship ; for instance, “ only the wan wave, Brake 
m among dead faces." For in 1827 “wan water” had not 
become an earmark of style. The whole poem shows a 
painter’s eye for colour and effective details. The sketch is 
careful and true ; not a detail but helps us to see the mere at 
midnight as the boy poet saw it. It deals wholly in exter
nals ; nothing is said of (he spectator’s feelings ; there 
subjective epithets. I he diction shows the striving to put 
into fresh, simple, unconventional English just what came 
before the writer’s own eye. These are the chief criteria I 
would use in selecting Alfred Tennyson’s work from the rest, 
I here are others ; such as his obligations to Byron, under 
whose influence he

teens

I

arc no

!/;

at this time ; and his borrowings from 
himself. The use of a single word, usually of colour, is suffi
cient, at times, to show the prentice hand of one who will be 
master. Beside this stream of tendency I find another, totally 
distinct, a tendency to moralize, to look on the serious side 
ot life, to give everything an edifying turn, such as we might 
naturally expect of a thoughtful boy who becomes a clergyman, 
as a matter of course. A difference in diction is no less 
strongly marked. 1 ase serious views of life are couched in 
the vague, general, stilted phraseology of the Eighteenth 
Century, and show the influence of Campbell and Moore.

I cannot pass by these interesting juvenilia without noticing 
two other features, to which other critics have also called

was
;V

atten-

1
■
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tion. A learned Grecian 
Sappho read at fourteen, 
need

was heard to wonder what books 
No future admirer of Tennyson 

be ignorant ot the character of the poet’s reading at this 
most impressible period of his life, for this earliest publication 
supplies us with very interesting evidence on the point. A 
motto is set at the head of each poem, indicating the theme 
These quotations are drawn from all sources and are as varied 

as the subjects, which range from Homer to Phrenology 
classics predominate ; there are sixteen mottoes from Horace, 
nine from Virgil, fewer from Cicero, Juvenal, Claudian, Ovid,
Th kCC,kLUCretlUS’ Sfl'IUSt’ 3nd one from Gray’s Poemata 
1 he brother5 must have some French as well, for we find apt
quotations from Racine, Herquin and Rousseau. Withal they 
had notneglected the literature of their own country. Addison 
Clare, Moore Beattie, Milton, Cowpcr, Burke, Young, Hume' 
Scott Mrs. Radcliffe, have all been laid under contribution 
_-ike the rest of Europe, they had been drawn into the net of

ofBvrnn' Ty dirCCtA imitations testify to the fascination 
of Byron s rapid verse. A fair inference as to amount of their
through theyb 1° fmm the fo°t-notes sprinkled
through the book ; among the works there cited
Voyages, Xenophon, Savary’s Letters,
Aelius Lampridius, Gibbon and
facts before

The

are Mlloa’s 
I acitus, Suetonius, 

Sale s Koran. With these 
us, we begin to understand how Tennyson is a 

as a poet, and can account for the air of learned 
re nement which prevades all his work. The second promi
nent feature is the extraordinary variety of metre The 
popular styles are all echoed, Moore’s, Campbell’s and Byron’s 
most frequently. There are no less than four imitations of the 
" Z °f Smnacherib- Now and then we have an attempt
..T, "eW- The ve,s“s 0n th* Death of Lord Byron, 

which I think are undoubtedly from the pen of Alfred are cast 
m the form that has made the Two Voices famous

scholar as well|

For instance:
The hero and the hard is gone '
His bright career on earth is done, 
Where with comet’s blaze he shone.”
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Imitations outnumber original essays ; but a young artist 
cannot do better, at first, than follow good models ; and the 
imitations are by no means unskilful. The whole book, is in 
fact, counter-proof to Coleridge’s dogmatic statement, so often 
repeated, that Iennyson began to write verse without under
standing what metre was ; a judgment, it seems to me, resulting 
from the natural inability of an old man to do justice to a 
young man’s work.

Such data as the foregoing are all the more welcome as we 
know so very little of the poet’s life ; and it is very unlikely 
that we shall ever learn much more than has already been made 
public. We need not hope that somewhere in the library at 
Aldworth another A us Meinem I.eben is stowed

■

t

away, or a
second Practerita. Tennyson’s opinions on this subject coin
cide with Browning’s as expressed in House. Both friends 
think that the poet’s is a private life, not like a statesman’s 
king’s. Shakespeare is less Shakespeare for unlocking his 
heart with a sonnet-key ; and Shakespeare’s curse is to fall on 
the knave and clown who will not let the ashes of the dead 
poet rest. This feeling is easy to understand, but mankind 
has a legitimate interest in its great representatives, which is 
as far from vulgar curiosity as the poles are asunder. In the 
case of the Laureate this interest has been meagrely fed. Mr. 
Shepherd gives us carefully assorted facts ; and Mrs. Ritchie, 
from the inner circle of the poet’s friends, delightful glimpses 
of his home life ; but both facts and glimpses are all too few. 
The single attempt at a biography1 is not satisfactory ; all 
that is valuable in it is taken from the two writers named 
above, and the rest is mere padding. Naturally, we 
the alert for anything that promises to increase our scanty 
stock of knowledge. And a book with the attractive title In 
Tennyson Land, which purports to be “ a brief account of the 
home and early surroundings of the poet laureate,” and 
attempts “to identify the scenes and trace the influence of

or a

i
are on

Lord Tennyson.’’ A Biographical Sketch by Henry J. Jennings, 
Chatto and Windus, London, 1884.

'
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Lincolnshire in his works,” would seem to be a welcome 
addition to our small store of information. However the 
reason for its existence has been 
paragraph's! ridicules the idea that 
mill in his mind’s

very
ciuestioned. The smart 
the poet had an actual 

an . „ . . eye when writing the Miller's Daughter
Tennv l- e!r°US ^ the SUPPos«> absurdity ; while 

nnyson lnmsclf, in a long letter, printed in Mr !>= second edition of TV,, W/JL, A

mostTt 3ktUal TUrrCnCeS haVC giVGn him time and again his 
striking phrases and most beautiful images. Now this

rank literary heresy. Goethe lived in vain if he did 
teach us that only those poems that have 
any power to stir the human heart 
proves this. It is only because 
life so well that
re acted on his poetry. It need cause no surprise that he 
• cems to write so seldom in his own character. A sentence of 
Kingsley s will make it clear. - The most intense lovers and 
he greatest poets have generally, I think, written very little 

personal love-poetry, while they have shown in fictitious char 
acters a knowledge of tke passion too patnfully JZte to I
r t tZ ZT™ ’’1 h Sh°WS o/LLt

nnrh ? ? the P0etry of fel'gned passion or feigned
enthusiasm could survive in our age whatever ,>= u &
might have been in the last century. Mr Walters woub 
rendered no small service to all admits of ^e 
plan had been executed with any ability But the h L • 
extremely disappointing. The binding, the typography the
reproach 1 ^ printer’s part of il is without
reproach. It is only the matter that is naught. The style is
a patchwork of lines from Tennyson and scraps ofnZ >
nonsense intended for appreciative criticism. One of T
most unpleasant thing, , reader can encounter is „,c Lh °
of M >nrr ThC introduction of this jarring effect is 
of Mr. Walters avowed principles of competition 
following is a specimen :

‘Alton Locke. Chap. VIII.

IL

1 not
a real occasion have 
His autobiography 

know Tennyson’s 
see, in every instance, how it has

we do not
we cannot

m of 
one 
The

■ —
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“ Then the Summer, ‘ crisp with shining woods,’ when the 
greenery of the trees is • new from its silken sheath,’ and 
clouds are racing above and winds and lights and shadows 
cannot be still ; when ‘some bearded meteor-trailing light ’ 
moves through the purple night, ‘ below the starry clusters 
bright.’ ” p. 51*

Not content with mangling a fine verse, he turns it into a 
limping doggerel by jingling the three rhyme-words together. 
Usually he makes matters even worse by putting in the quota
tions without quotation marks. It is hard to understand 
passages like the following :

“ It was a bright rosy noon in early autumn when I entered 
the straggling ancient city of Lincoln. The rays of the setting 
sun fell redly upon the triple-towered cathedral,” etc. p. 8.

Now, very peculiar things do happr > in the shires, but a 
sunset at noon must be a strange sight ex in the fen country. 
What are we to make of such affectations as “ the thin, subtile 
lotos-music of the songs,” “the scenery is unveiled while a 
symphony of rhymes flows on,” “ royal signet of his muse ” ? 
And what shall we say about the good taste, not to mention 
common sense, displayed in this remark on one of the poet’; 
brothers ? “ Of Edward there is no record, but there is a 
rumour which I hesitate to repeat.”

In Tennyson Land purports to be, in part, an account of a 
vacation ramble about Somersby. If Mr. Walters had tried 
to tell us in a plain, straightforward way just what he 
and heard, and reserved his attempts at criticism for another 
place, he would have won 
particularly on this side of the Atlantic. Instead, he has 
simply bored them with a dreary, imitating book. Nothing is 
said about the influence of the fen scenery on Tennyson’s 
writing that has not been said before and better said. The 
many pages that deal with that subject are not worth a single 
paragraph in Kingsley’s admiring review of forty years ago. 
The one redeeming feature of the book is the number and
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sSworth'MiirlTf ThC "r Church,
Mockworth Mill and Langton Hall arc especially valuable
and interesting. The “Moated Grange” of' the fmntispLce

gives a new meaning to Mariana. We understand how the
I oem came to be when we know that this gloomy, seventeenth

It is a relief to turn from Mr. Walters’ “
Van Dyke’s more solid and, in the main,
1 he most important paper in it is the essay on the Idylls of
tlhs coif t- ,C fClatl°n which hc Vies to establish between
wL rV P°CmS and the «reat musical dramas of 
Wagner and the novels of Victor Hugo does not concern us

he connection is of the slightest. It is much more to the 
purpose when he proves the essential unity of the eleven 
Idylls, a fact which the critic and the general reader is si
autho^VhT'f 0fthfC,almost P°int-blank statement of their 

I he history of this national epic is curious Tpnm
• e 'ghtcd in Ma,ory’s book when a child, and as early as tXu 
in his college days, he had turned to the Arthurian i' ^ r legends lo, subjects; ,,, „„ vcluJ'^ ^ £°

»er,,on of the Elai,,, „„,y appear, „

iumd,«d SÆ: JtTLzzz £
“ fif hn '?* £’f Elaine and Gains t

th rd, fifth, sixth and tenth poems were published in 
volume the first to bear the title The Idylls of the Kin* In

ÈZn tdmp Ar,“7 r"‘ ** G™“- W7 , ' and lhe Passing of Arthur appeared that is th,

published. Gareth a ,,£££ tZ7.aZr 
and fi„a,,y in rJL

introduction to Vivien, Batin and Balan. ’ *

fine writing ” to Mr. 
more sensible book.

I

one

I
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Forty-three years elapsed between the first appearance of 
any part of this great poem and its completion. The public 
was not forewarned ; no prospectus of an Arthurian poem in 
eleven boohs was issued ; the order in which the separate 
parts appeared was most irregular ; so it is no wonder that the 
public was loth to accept the disjecta membra as an organic 
whole. A great critic has stultified himself by calling the 
Idylls cabinet pictures suitable for the drawing-room of a 
ladies’ school ; he represents no large portion of the reading 
world in his wish to disparage the poet’s work, but his dictum 
reflects the wid espread opinion that there is no intimate rela
tion between the separate poems. But the very form of the 
title should teach us that this opinion is unsound. First, the 
term Idyll, which has a history of its owr.. It originated with 
Theocritus, who is little more than a name attached to certain 
short poems, produced in Alexandria in the third century.1 
These short poems were called jtSuXXta, “ little pictures ’’ of 
life, such life as was led by the fishers and herdsmen of the 
poet’s native Sicily. They are remarkable for their simple 
beauty of phrase and situation, and the influence they have 
wielded from Virgil to the present time. Mr. Stedman has 
proved conclusively,2 I think, that Tennyson’s style has been 
formed upon Theocritus. The first poems which show this 
are those published in 1842, which are called English Idylls; 
that is to say, little pictures of English life in the manner of 
Theocritus. Mr. Stedman’s proof rests mainly on internal 
resemblances in structure, and on inferences from Tennyson’s 
life-long love of the classics. A famous edition of Theocritus 
was brought out at Cambridge while the poet was there as an 
undergraduate ; and such an important literary event would 
fully account for his special interest in this particular author. 
Mr. R. H. Hulton has called the title “ over-modest,” and 
thinks it unfitted to the poems. Mr. Van Dyke defends the

'Cf. Alexandria and her Schools. C. Kingsley. Vol. XVII. Macmillan.

’;
4,
-

§

1880.
1Victorian Poets, p. 201 ff. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1889.

!
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poet s use of the termto nrove that l °n etymol°g'cal grounds, and endeavours
iZ Tk Separate P°em ,s den°minated by a single
Klea. There is a certain amount of truth in this ; bm another
explanation lies nearer at hand. Tennyson’s first success in 
the P°pu,ar sense, was his English Idylls. In these short 
highly-wrought poems, just as in Theocritus, friends walk and 
talk lunch together on the green grass, or sing alternate songs 
Andley Court, Walk,,,g to the Mail, Edwin Morris, and The 
"d\ Year are S°°d examples of the Idyll. But even in
“T The ,S 3 ,tCndenCy t0 make of the idyll a com- 

P ,, , 7, h smgle sltuatlon 15 prominent, but we are
d wha has gone before and what comes after. In The 

Gardeners Daughter the idyllic part is the two friends finding
• h m h,eiarb°Ur; how thc Painter’s interest was awakened 
On !h and how h,s Iove grew and ended in a tale in 
On the other hand, Audley Court is an examnle of th»

fuXTch,dy" - ThC "arratiVC C,Cment once introduced, the 
further change is easy. In the inventor’s mind, the term took
on a wider meaning and gradually became applicable to a
longer tale. Again, they are the idylls of the King, because
Arthur is the one grand central figure around which all the 
other characters move. '

We sympathize with Mr. V m Dyke in his effort to make
ItXhth8 °Wn Way °f regarding this Poem better known
b Zr than" TZ t **■ ^ ^ his own intention
Better than the critic ; but in spite of Tennyson’s exnllrit 
statement, all interpretations of the Idylls have b e„ offe e

~ '* h“ "To »= Que^'t

fl

verse.

. . . accept this old imperfect tale,
New old, and shadowing sense at war with soul,
Rather than that gray king, whose name, a ghost 
- tieams like a cloud, man-shaped, from mountain-peak 
And cleaves to cairn and cromlech still ; ’

................
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Of Geoffrey’s book or Mallor’s one on him, 
Touched by the adulterous finger of a time 
That hover’d between war and wantonness, 
And crownings and dethronements."

221

1That is to say, Tennyson does not attempt to revive the 
Arthur of the Welsh and Breton sagas, nor the chivalry of 
the middle ages as found in Malory ; he does not aim at 
writing a series of metrical romances, but a poem which is to 
interest us by the sight of real men and women at war with 
the powers of good and evil ; and he has taken the characters 
and events of the Arthurian legends because the material is 
heroic and national. The interest is human, not historical. 
Still the poem is not an allegory, although there are many 
purely allegorical figures in it : such as the Lady of the Lake 
and the Three Queens. Mr. Van Dyke makes a clear distinc
tion between allegory and parable. Arthur is

• "9c

l

_ . not the Con
science, Guinevere the Flesh and Mer'm the Intellect. “ The 
King and his people ” are “ actual men and women ” ; and the 
story . . . ‘throws beside’ itself an image, a reflection of 
something spiritual, just as a man walking in the sunlight is 
followed by his shadow. It is a tale of human life, and there
fore, being told with a purpose, it 5?

.

‘ Shadows Sense at war with Soul.’ "

We cannot follow Mr. Van Dyke in his examination of 
poem, to prove his point, but I think he makes his contention 
good. The war of 
at last it would

each

with soul continues throughout, and 
. , that the evil principle triumphs. The

king s dream of a perfect knighthood passes away ; his queen 
is false, and his friend a traitor ; on his last battlefield, he is 
defeated and grievously wounded. His life 
failure. The story which bega 
more

sense
seem

seems an utter 
n so brightly, grows more and 

gloomy as it goes on, till it ends in darkness—darkness 
but with the promise of dawn. For

.

m

“ the new sun rose bringing the new year.”
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One thing, for which Tennyson has been often censured, 
has seemed to me a special excellence, namely, for making the 
knights and dames of Arthur’s court think and feel like refined 
ladies and gentlemen of the nineteenth century. Every age has 
done the same ; Chaucer’s Palamon and Arcite are mediæval 
knights ; Corneille’s Greeks and Romans are grands seigneurs 
in the court of Louis XIV. It is much better for literature 
that poets should not attempt the undesirable and impossible 
feat of reproducing a vanished past. It is enough for them 
to reflect the thought and feeling of their own age, though it 
is always allowable to make use of what an elder age has 
bequeathed us. In the case of the Idylls, the old tales have 
been given new contents in a most admirable way. The 
wine has been poured into the old bottles and both have been 
preserved.

Another timely essay is the one which deals w-th the plays. 
Little is said of The Promise of May, The Cup, and The Falcon; 
but the defence of the three great historical plays, Harold, 
Bechet, and Queen Mary, is in every way strong and admirable.
I cannot do better than give part of it in the critic’s 
words :

“ These tragedies are not to be dismissed as the mistakes 
and follies of an over-confident and fatally fluent genius. A 
poet like Tennyson does not make three such mistakes in 
succession. They are not the idle recreations of one who has 
finished his life-work and retired. They are not the feeble 
and mechanical productions of a man in his dotage. On the 
contrary, they are full of fire and force, and if they err at all 
it is on the side of exuberance Their intensity of passion 
and overflow of feeling make them sometin es turbulent and 
harsh and incoherent. They would do more if they attempted 
less. And yet in spite of their occasional over-loading and 
confusion, they have a clear and strong purpose, which makes 
them worthy of careful study." Page 203.

No one, who remembers the reception accorded the plays, 
will think these words unnecessary; and no one who has read

222
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them, unswayed by prejudice and unblinded by critical dust 
thrown in his eyes, will think they go too far. Tennyson’s 
dramas are just beginning to win their way against the indif
ference and hostility of the critics ; and no word that will 
help us to appreciate them is spoken into the air. 
needs to be told "hat there is many a line of pure poetry 
scattered through them ; otherwise they could not be Tenny
son’s. I do not know a more touching passage in even 
Tennyson than Bagcnhalt’s description of the execution of 
Lady Jane Grey : Queen Mary, III. 1. But their chief excel
lence is in their grand outlines, not in highly wrought details. 
It is not men that are struggling on the stage but nations, 
and great causes at death grips. The duel between Harold 
and William results in a united England ; in Becket, the war 
between the king and the archbishop ends in a victory for the 
Church and the people; and out of the storms of Queen 
Mary's reign emerges Protestant England. The characters 

strongly drawn ; Rosamond, Henry Walter Map, Queen 
Mary, and Gardiner, live again for us in these pages. The 
difficulties which cluster round the puzzling character of 
Becket may be considered settled by Tennyson’s delineation 
of the martyred prelate. The late J. R. Green said that “all 
his researches into the annals of the twelfth century had 
given him so vivid a conception of the character of Henry II. 
and his court as was embodied in Tennyson’s Becket'' 
these plays abound in strong situations and scenes : such as 
the outburst of the storm in the fifth act of Becket, where 
Eleanor stings Henry into a fury of jealousy, and we feel that 
now nothing can save his former friend, and the murder of 
the Archbishop in his own cathedral, where the old church
man, who can not forget that he was once a knight, faces his 
slayers with the resignation of a martyr and the courage of a 
Paladin. Who, after reading, can forget the “ room in the 
palace ” where the heart-broken

No one

are

not

All

woman, finding herself 
deserted by her husband, hated by her subjects, and bereft of 
her last hope, crouches on the floor, in silence, half mad,
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staring with the set eyes of the dead, while her 
whisper apart ? I his very scene illustrates the peculiar divi
sion of our sympathy all through these plays. We hate the 
queen whose bigotry has almost ruined England, but we pity 
the loveless, dying woman. Harold repels us as a breaker of 
oaths, but attracts us as the last great Englishman. William 
is unscrupulous, but he is a strong, wise, merciful ruler. 
Henry is right in thinking that no scoundrel should not cheat 
the gallows because he wears a monk’s frock ; and Becket is 

wrong in maintaining the rights of the Church, and 
endeavouring to save Rosamond. In other words, the charac
ters are human beings, not abstract qualities, nor demigods, 
nor devils.

women

I
not

Another admirable feature of this book is the “chronology,” 
which is a combined bibliography and life of the poet, 
date of every publication is given, the exact title, and, in the 
same paragraph, the chief reviews, and a judicious remark or 
two. I commend this appendix to the student, if not to the 
general reader, for I do not share the horror of books of 
criticism and bibliographies which some worthy people 
to feel. The student lives a lonely life ; he needs suggestion 
and stimulus ; and, if he cannot get this from living men and 
women the next best thing is to get it from books. When 
you open a book on Tennyson you 
notes with some one who has thought

The

seem

simply comparing 
the same subjects as 

yourself ; whether you may agree or disagree with the author, 
you get food for thought, which is the great matter. Mr. Van 
Dyke’s “Chronology” leaves little to be desired as far as it 
goes, but it does not pretend to be complete. In several 
respects Mr. Shepherd s, although published twelve years ago, 
is fuller. A bibliography which will combine the best features’ 
of both is still a desideratum.

are
on

There is one danger which the writer of such a book runs, 
and Van Dyke has not escaped it. That is, in the absence of 
any fixed standard, without any reference to recognized prin
ciples of art, his criticism becomes merely the utterance of
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personal opinion, without the saving clause, “I think so.” 
A painful example of this purely subjective criticism is the 
chapter on Maud and The Princess. With his remarks on 
The Princess, I have nothing to do. Years ago Mr. Stedman 
took up an impregnable position when he wrote of this poem,

The poet, in his prelude, anticipates every stricture, and to 
me the anachronisms and impossibilities of the story seem 
not only lawful, but attractive. Like those of Shakespeare’s 
comedies, they invite the reader off-hand to a purely ideal 
world.”1 And Mr. Dawson in his clever Study has fortified 
this Quebec and supplied it with a Point Levi. Mr. Van 
Dyke mentions both these authors in his article, but if he had 
read them, would he not know that all his objections had been 
met, and would he ignore their arguments altogether, and not 
even try to answer them ?

The passage which deals with Maud begins as follows :
“ Maud is altogether lyrical. And herein lies its weakness. 

It is an attempt to make a whole drama out of songs ; in 
other words, to perform the impossible.”

What would Mr. Van Dyke say if another subjective critic 
should come along and argue in this fashion? “You admit 
in the very next sentence that ‘a single mood, a single passion, 
may be expressed in this form ; even a character may be 
lyrically embodied.’” If a single mood or passion may be 
expressed in a song, why may not a series of moods and 
passions be expressed in a series of songs ? And why may 
not this song series tell a story, just as the journal of a man 
who, at the supreme moments of his life, has found relief for 
pent-up feelings in committing them to paper ? And if the 
story is vividly told and tragic, why may it not be properly 
styled a mono-drama?" Arguments like this may be brought 
forward in defence of Maud, but if the one critic did not 
convert the other, who is to decide L :tween them ? But this 
subjective criticism has betrayed Mr. Van Dyke into down-

' Victorian Poets, :6th ed., p. 165.
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right demonstrable errors. Take 
very hard to believe that the writer

page 123 for instance : It is 
. , . „ , expects his readers to
take it literally. It sounds altogether too much like Cople- 
■stones famous review of L’Allegro in his Advice to a Young 
Reviewer which he winds up by saying that - With the help 
ol Locker and common industry, he (Mr. Milton) may 
become a respectable scrivener ; but it is not all the Zephyrs 
and Auroras, and Conydous, and Thyrsises, aye, nor his 
junketing Queen Mab and drudging goblins, that will 
make him even

a poet.” This is fine irony, but Mr. Van Dyke 
seems to be serious when he writes as follows. The italics 
are mine :—

“ Not even the love passages are free from exaggeration 
and over-strain. Why should the lover say that Maud has

Feet like sunny gems on an English green’?

1 he foot is far too large to be compared to a gem, „
person happens to be barefoot it does not look in the least 
but rather black, 
creature?’ Th 
go on like this

and unless a 
: sunny,

Or, again, why should he call her 'beautiful 
phrase is hackneyed. And why should he

4 Hut if I be dear to some one else,
Then I should be to myself more dear.
Shall I not take care of all I think,
Yea, ev’n of wretched meat and drink,
If / be dear,
If I be dear to some one else.’

If his meat and drink were wretched, there 
his taking care of them.”

This is the sort of criticism that takes one’s breath :
We can only stare and gasp. That a dainty foot, only seen 
by flashes under a swaying robe, should be compared to a gem 
or jewel, to something fine and cunningly wrought, seems no 
compliment to Mr. Van Dyke. What would he say to

Many a light foot shone like a jewel set 
In the dark crag----- ? ”

was no reason for

away.
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Or,
“ Her feet beneath her petticoat

Like little mice stole in and out ? ”

To the latter, probably, that unless the lady was barefoot and 
the mice, white mice, the simile would not hold. The comment 

the second passage involves too serious a misconception to 
be dismissed as simply ridiculous. How any one pretending 
to admire good literature could miss the beautiful meaning of 
these lines passes my comprehension. A more unfortunate 
selection for adverse criticism could hardly have been made. 
In the first place, so far from being egotistic, the passage is 
exquisitely humble. The lover says to himself, “ I know that I 

nothing ; but the bare possibility that this queenly girl 
may come to love me, gives my life a new value. I will strive 
to make the thing I call myself less unworthy of her regard. 
I will guard my thoughts, I will consecrate the commonest 
things of life to her service.” Then he lingers fondly over 
the delicious dream that may come true. What if he should 
awake and find it a reality ? It is almost too much to hope. 
In the second place, Mr. Van Dyke has failed, as every 
intelligent reader will see at a glance, to grasp the meaning 
of “ wretched.” on which the whole force of the line depends ; 
and he has not improved the stanza by the omission of the 
mark of interrogation at the end.

After verbal criticism of this kind, the conception Mr. Van 
Dyke forms of the hero’s character will surprise no one. On 
p. 129, he speaks of the lover's “ intense egotism, his affecta
tions, his misanthropy, his alternations from fierce raving to 
foolish gushing,” and calls him “ this lean, sallow, atrabilious, 
hypochondrical personage.” Where the artist found the orig
nal for thispleasant picture, I do not pretend to say ; but it 
certainly was not in Tennyson’s poem. We wonder what the 
poor fellow has done to Mr. Van Dyke that he should call him 
all these hard names. “ Morbid, sentimental, spasmodic,” are 
other terms he flings at him. Now, if our critic were alone 
in his opinion I should say nothing : his error would remain
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with himself; or if he had said “ This is my view after a careful 
study of the poem,” it might be passed over in silence. But 
this conception of Maud crops up again and again ; and this 
particular essay shows that the writer is blind to the real 
meaning and significance of the poem.

In the first place, he has not studied Maud or he would 
see that Tennyson has carefully anticipated every objection 
that could be raised ; to use a sporting term, he has “ hedged.” 
Like nearly every critic, Mr. Van Dyke has not taken 
of the exceptional circumstances of the protagonist’s life. He 
is the only son of a ruined gambler and suicide. Of a fine- 
strung, sensitive nature, he has grown up alone, where every
thing he sees reminds him of his father’s tragical end. 
a student and has never mixed with the world. What wonder 
that the sweet bells are jangled ? Nearly forty years ago one 
of Tennyson’s ablest critics pertinently said, “To strong 
the world is not made better by a father’s ruin and suicide, 
by the prevalence of meanness and cruelty, by contemptuous 
neglect and general absence of sympathy.” • Besides, the hero 
is conscious of his own failings, just as Hamlet is, and longs 
for betterment. “Oh for a man to arise in me!” he cries. 
He is on the verge of madness or self-destruction when Maud 
crosses his path. At once the real strengtn of his character 
comes to the front ; he shows that he has an infinite capacity 
for loving, and each lyrical outburst reveals depth upon depth 
of pure, tender passionate devotion. No wonder Maud loved 
a man capable of homage so perfect and sincere as that which 
breathes in “ Come into the Garden ” and “ I have led her 
home.”

account

He is

[ 1 men

All goes well for a time : he passes from doubt to 
assured and happy love'and then, in a moment, the desire of 
his eyes is taken from him, and by his own fault. No wonder 
his brain almost turned. From this point of view, the story 
is . rfectly constructed, and each part of it is consistent 
with every other part. Maud’s lover is very like Romeo. 
The latter, also, is “easily moved to hatred, despair, ecstasy,

1 George Brimley : Cambridge Essays, 1855.
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\jealousy, rage and madness;” and yet he seemed to Shake
speare a suitable person to take the chief part in his drama 
and awaken love in the breast of the peerless Juliet, when the 
perfect Paris had failed to do so. As far as I know, Mr. W. 
H. Mallock is the only critic who has perceived the real sig
nificance of Maud, to which Mr. Van Dyke, in his furious tilt 
at hysterics is utterly blind. This much abused age of ours, 
this imitative, so-called faithless, groping age, has one excel
lence no other age possessed. Maud is a revelation of how a 
mere modern can love ; it is the revelation of a purer, more 
beautiful, more tender, more strong, and more consuming 
passion than any former time dreamed of. The reverence 
for the beloved woman is holier than ever before. And 
Maud illustrates this, for whatever may be said of the lover’s 
character, nothing can be brought against the character of 
his love : not the shadow of an impure thought crosses his 
mind. The presence of such a love in a diseased nature, is 
only an accident ; it is only stronger in a sturdy nature, such 
as that of the gallant young Highlander in Macleod of Dare. 
Why the utterances of Maud’s lover should be called senti
mental I do not understand, unless it is because all lovers are 
sentimental. The use of “babyisms and dear diminutives" 
does not prove a man weak. No one would call Dean Swift 
hysterical or sentimental, at least not to his face. And yet 
look at the baby talk of the Journal of Stella “ the purr of the 
tiger',' as Mr. Gosse calls it.

The slap at the Tory politics of the poem s pardonable. 
An American could hardly be expected to sympathize with 
England in the part she played in the Crimean War. Hut her 
action is not so unjustifiable as our critic seems to imagine. 
Protection to the Danubian provinces was Russia’s side of the 
“question at issue,” the other side was whether Sclavic bar
barism should make a fresh inroad upon Western civiliza
tion. To Ruskin, for instance, the Crimea was another Ther
mopylae ; the fallen will be remembered as “ those who held 
the breach and kept the gate of Europe against the North,
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as the Spartans did against the East.” And he is far from 
bemg alone in h.s opinion. Again, I cannot think that 

Pa.ra.fa^h about Mattered reputations would have been 
penned if Mr. Van Dyke had remembered what characters 
the dangers and hardships of that campaign helped to form; 
or such men as Sir Henry Havelock and “ Chinese ” Gordon 

were m the trenches around Sebastopol. This entire 
IS so different from the essay
, rest that it might be from another
hand : and perhaps Mr. Van Dyke is not to be held responsible 
for the absurdities contained in it. In any case, for the sake
frorn f :mer,S OWn reputati0n- il shouId be quietly omitted 
from future editions. It is a very serious defect in an other
wise sound and helpful book.

Not the least suggestive chapter in it is the ingenious 
parallel drawn between Tennyson and Milton. The many 
resemblances in the lives of the two poets ; in their tastes, 
habits and temperaments, arc well brought out. The essay is
Milton'aiT hKPPu m C°mparing the grcat change wrought in 
Milton s life by the outbreak of • ,e civil war and the trans-
formation of the Victorian poeL by the loss of his friend 
Arthur Hallam. The result was the same in each case : the 
art of the poet was made perfect through suffering. The 
celebrated friendship of Tennyson and Hallam, with its sad 
ending is usually touched upon when it is necessary to con
sider hi Memoriam : then we are told, that the poem is an 
elegy on a college friend who died suddenly. But 
never understand the secret of Hallam’s influence, 
uievitableness of the great threnody if 
in this fashion.

i

we shall 
or the

we approach the story 
We must begin at the beginning.

In 1828, two students met at Cambridge for the first time in 
their lives. The one is a dark-eyed, strong-featured young 
giant from a country parsonage ; the other, a tall, handsome 
Eton boy, who has travelled and is familiar with polished 
London society. , The first has undoubted gifts, but he is 
silent and his expression is slightly sarcastic. The second is 
a fluent, brilliant talker, with a keen, speculative mind. Both

— - -
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are fond of literature, and both write verses. A friendship 
springs up almost at once. They walk and talk together ; are 
quite inseparable. They are friendly rivals for a college prize. 
The elder friend wins it by a remarkable poem, called Tim- 
buctoo. In the long vacations they go off tramping on the 
Continent or read in the country. They are drawn closer still 
when the Eton boy falls in love with his friend’s sister, and the 
young people engage themselves to be married. These arc 
happy days ; with lessons in Italian, long rambles about the 
fen country, and verse-making ; moonlight nights arc too 
short for the delicious talks and discussions. The two friends 
have their literary projects ; they are about to bring out a 
volume of their verses but only those of one appear ; they are 
called Poems, chiefly Lyrical, and are much talked about.

And so life goes on, till the crash comes. The gifted, the 
brilliant young lover, is cut off in an instant. No wonder that 
for the surviving friend life is never the same again ; no wonder 
that he sinks into a ten-years’ silence, and when he speaks 
again his tone is deeper, sadder, more strong. No wonder that 
he embalms the memory of his beloved Dead in a matchless 
elegy.

It is strange to think how lasting and all-pervading Arthur 
Hallam’s influence is. That Tennyson had received some 
powerful stimulus at Cambridge is evident from the great 
strides he makes in his art. Compare the prize poem with 
those of two years back. Undoubtedly a great part of this 
stimulus came from the single intimate friend, who was con
sidered the most talented of an unusually brilliant group of 
young men. Indeed, In Memoriam gladly confesses the poet’s 
indebtedness to Hallam’s fine critical abilities. The severing 
of this friendship was the means of ennobling Tennyson’s 
charactr r and perfecting his art. The English Idylls not only 
show an immense advance over the volumes of 1830 and ’32, 
but they set Tennyson’s peculiar style. After 1842, certain 
excellences and certain mannerisms are always present in his 
work. One can fancy, too, the sad pleasure the Laureate took
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in weaving his great epic around the name of Arthur and in 
transferring not a few of his lost friend’s best traits to the 
“blameless king." In these latest years, unnoticed minor 
poems, hke the sonnet on the Rev. W. H. Brookfield, and In 
t e Garden at Sivainstoti show how lasting this deep affection 
is. The dead friend is not forgotten. It must have been 
ordinary nature that could win 
mourner.

In Memoriam seems to need elucidation, if one is to judge 
from the number of “ hand-books,” « keys," and “ companions " 
to it which are continually issuing from the press. These are 
not without their use. To many, In Memoriam is only a long 
poem and a sad one. Therefore, any book that shows that it 
is more than this, and induces people to read the poem for 
themselves, is to be commended. So much has been already 
written that there hardly seems to be room for another book- 
on the subject. Mr. Robertson’s1 clear summary (now in its 
twelfth edition) is the best for the general reader. Each 
separate poem is condensed into a line or two, rarely more ; 
and yet the connection is clear thoughout. Dean Gatty2 con
siders the poem from the mourner’s point of view, and treats 
it more in detail. The interpretation is very orthodox, and a 
little feeble at times, but the book is valuable for its fine por
trait of Hallam and the many notes, which deal with matters 
which can only be explained by a native-born Englishman, 
•or the student, Mr. Geming’s book8 is perhaps the best, in 

spite of its awkwat 1 style. It contains much that will 
anyone who wishes to get all that is possible out of the poem, 
such as an account of its setting in time, its place in the poet’s 
development, and a suggestive comparison of it with Lycidas, 
Adonais and the sonnets of Shakespeare. The best part is

no
so great and so faithful a

help

I Analysis of Mr. Tennyson’s " In Memoriam. ' 
London, 1884.

A Kev to Lord Tennyson's “In Memoriam.” 
London, 1885.

II Tennyson's “ In Memoriam : "
Geming, Boston, 1888.

By the Kev. F. W. Robert- 

By Alfred Gatty, D.D. 

Its Purposes and Structure. By John K.

son.
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the careful examination of the structure and the demonstration

“intro-of its unity. He divides the poem into four parts : an 
ductory stage” (i.-xxvii.), and three cycles, which begin with 
Christmas-tide (xxviii.-lxxvii., lxxviii.-ciii., civ.-cxxxi. . His 
proof is interesting and conclusive, but it is too long to be 
given here. In view of what we have, Mr. Davidson’s book 
needs an apology for its existence. He ignores Mr. Geming’s 
results, and interprets the poem in the old way, bit by bit; 
but he says nothing that has not been said, in substance, 
than once already. The introduction on the “decay and 
restoration of faith ” would make a good article by itself, but 
it is not a justification for an entire book. His only excuse is 
his desire to prove that In Memorialn is a “ world-poem fit 
to rank with the Divitia Commedia. He endeavours to show 
that it lies “ in chief current of the world’s thought ’’ by a goodly 
array of parallel passages. Much learning is displayed. The 
“ parallel passages " are nearly all new and illustrate the poem. 
They are taken from the most remote sources : 5. Bonaventura, 
The Edda, Omar Khayyain meet the eye on turning a few 
pages at random. But such an effort, however satisfactory it 
may have been to the author, can hardly raise the poet higher 
in the estimation of his faithful friends.

One cheering inference can be drawn from this production 
of explanatory and critical works on Tennyson : his works

thoroughly studied.
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IX AFFILIATION WITH TRINITY UNIVERSITY.

1.200 pupils last three
at any time.

FOURTH YEAR—Over
years.

Pupils may enter

Send for go page Calendar containing announcement for present season, gratis, to
C0R vo„o. ST. . „,LIO„ ,„„nu.EDWARD OSHEB.

1 ,, , vni>------------------------------------ '________ Musical Director.

KSSSSïSSVî I- — ■*., HiAX INTRODUCTION TO 'urn*™?!?' mversity °f Toronto-S ..5o. 
ORY—By w J “hier HISTORY AND THE-
Toronto—$175. ' Pr°feSSOr of Po'itic»' Science, Unkers" o?

CANADA-®*]. f HISTORY OF
mons—$1,25, ’ M'G- LL D-. Clerk of the House of Corn.

Sofon"^ h°f HROWNINO—By 
. Toronto-$i.50. rotessor of English Literature, University of

VANN despatch'

DEALER IN Toronto, Ont.
BOOKS (Opposite Carlton Street).

GO TO

Imported and Domestic
THE RUSSELL CIGARSOttawa 

KENLY & ST.
proprietors

JACQUES
cigarettes and

Tobacconist’s : Snndries.the Canital Ft ‘S he palace hotel of 
fifta EleSant,y and elaborately I
0 hd r7taul',and second to no hole* I

“MAIL" BUILDING
54 KING STREET W

conveniences.

L.J.Sievert’s
—for fine___

11 —
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*
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GEO: HA RCC) URT 
& SON

MEReHANT TAIL0RS
AND

ROBE MAKERS
have removed to

57 KING STREET W.
SPRING GOODS NOW ON HAND.

IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS.
THB S6 75BRICAN COMMONWEALTH 

THE HISTORY OF CANADA_n„ » „rtsrasty* cU’ •••“ crs,,,sus
»to»jS ?Æw‘?&'S: SaSKftZ

itP «SWABVjBf. $?-' 
«SsB.-bï » »5

Sketchea-By Mrs. Fawcett, 85 cents IMES> Short Biographical

By the Right Hon. Sir Charles 

a vols., 8vo.By James Bryce,

!
THE

FOR SALE BY

ROWSELL & HUTCHISON
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS A STATIONERS 

70 KING ST. EAST, - TORONTO.



UNIVERSITY 
QUARTERLY REVIEW

THE NEW CANADIAN MAGAZINE

• a Tlle UNIVERSITY QUARTERLY REVIEW is an
j»t?ofSe«fh;°XjOUrnal’ occupiedwith sub-

devojed S5» o^TstLsTi^
the j”‘’ ‘h" “

bers amo™ kEsRcôntributorsEspeclaMstV^ «very

quamtance with every phase of thp cnhiQ^lde ac" 
which they are qualified to spe^k bj®CtS Upon

n„hiLhhe0HUNIVER^ITY QUARTERLY REVIEW is 
published every Quarter, in March June Sentpm 
ber and December. The price for single S ptem_ 
is 50 cents ; per annum $2.00. ^

• The UNIVERSITY QUARTERLY REVIEW i 
be addressed at P.0. Box 298, Toronto 
Correspondence is to be directed 
Business communications to be 
Manager.

num-

numbers

is to 
Editorial 

to the Editor, 
addressed to the

The UNIVERSITY QUARTERLY RFVTew 
excellent medium for high-class ndve^tiJ-8 an 
Rates will be made knownufon applicaltan o ,L: 
Manager, P.0. Box 298, Toronto. pp catl0n l0 the

i


